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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

BACKGROUND

Real life decisions often involve the balancing of

several goals against each other. The act of balancing

can be said to reflect a decision maker's desire to

maximize a utility function that is not explicitly known.

Decision situations are often complex and the

relations between goals and resources may be hard to

grasp. In such cases the balancing of goals may be a

rudimentary affair. The decision maker may have to

limit himself to the evaluation of a few well specified

alternatives, from which he chooses the most satisfactory.

The structure of a decision situation may also be

such that the relations between goals and resources can

be represented mathematically. It might then appear

appropriate to formulate an optimization problem for

the purpose of maximizing a utility function. However,

decision makers do not seem to be attracted by the idea

that mathematical functions should represent their

preferences for different combinations of goals.

When optimization methods are used to help

decision makers, utility functions are seldom specified.

Instead, decision makers specify satisfactory levels for

all goals but one. Optimization is then performed with

respect to the remaining goal. Additional - and perhaps
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better - alternatives may be generated by modifying the

satisfactory goal levels.

There may be reason for reconsidering the use of

utility models as input to optimization problems. Recent

research suggests that it is possible to derive

mathematical models providing good estimates of utility

functions (see Slovic & Lichtenstein, 1971; Huber, 1974;

Tell, 1976). According to some authors these models

appear to be equally appropriate to the description of

people's preferences or to predictions or prescriptions.

It is often assumed that a model of a decision

maker's utility function is (additive) separable, i.e.

that it is a weighted sum of various partial utility

functions. Both the weights and the partial utility

functions may be assessed by a decision maker. Another

possibility would be to ask the decision maker to assign

utility values to various alternatives expressed in

terms of goals. A least square regression function of

utility on goals may then be used as a model of the

decision maker's utility function. The multiple

correlation coefficient is a measure of the agreement

between actual utility judgments and such a model.

Correlation coefficients obtained in this type of context

are often high.

But there are also other ways of maximizing a

decision maker's utility function. If the generation of

alternatives is regarded as a search process, there will

be no need to have an explicit expression of the utility

function. Optimization methods often involve iterative

search in the set of feasible solutions. Each iteration

only requires local information about the function to

be optimized. In the case of utility optimization the

idea is to let the decision maker provide local

information about his utility function. The calculations

call for the use of a computer. The method thus involves

an interaction between man and machine. Procedures of
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this type have been suggested by Benayoun, Montgolfier,

Tergny and Laritbhev (1970), Boyd (1970), Geoffrion

(1970), Aubin and Naslund (1972), Dyer (1972), Belenson

and Kapur (1973) f Hemming (1976), Zionts and Wallenius

(1976), Wehrung, Hopkins and Massy (1978), Oppenheimer

(1978) I and Walker (1978).

Interactive methods have certain advantages over

explicit utility rnodelso They do not require utility

estimates on an interval scale. The decision maker's

preferences do not have to fit restrictive models that

are supposed to be globally valid. On the other hand

interactive methods require the decision maker to take

an active part every time an optimization problem has

to be solvedo

The methods are based on different assumptions

regarding the preferences of decision makers and their

ability to transmit information 0 There are also

differences in the way information is used in the

various methods. Some methods are heuristic, others

are based on algorithms for linear or non-linear

optimization with well known properties.

A method that aims at estimating a decision

maker's preferences as a function of several variables

(goals, criteria, attributes), is known as a multi

attribute utility (MAD) method, and the resulting

estimate as a MAD model. The optimization of a MAD

model is referred to as explicit utility optimization.

Man-machine interactive procedures may be referred to

as interactive utility optimization methods or

interactive multicriteria methods or ~imply

interactive methods.
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SCOPE AND PURPOSE

The justification for using MAD models as input to

optimization problems depends on the validity of the

models. MAD methods and models will both be discussed.

It will be shown that models do not necessarily have to

be good estimates of utility functions, even if the

multiple correlation coefficients are high. To illustrate

this point, two simulation experiments will be presented.

The superiority of linear MAD models over non-

linear models, which is often claimed in the literature,

will be challenged. It will be shown that linear models

have often been compared with irrelevant and inflexible

non-linear alternatives. A set of presumptively

reasonable properties that a utility model should

satisfy is suggested, and the most common MAD models are

evaluated with respect to these properties. Two alternative

and - in these terms - superior MAD models will be

suggested. One of these models is an entirely new model

and it will be shown to satisfy alternative sets of

properties as well.

An appealing characteristic of interactive methods

is that they conform well to the manner in which decisions

are usually made. As is common in complex situations,

alternatives with varying characteristics may be generated.

However, the use of interactive methods allows for the

systematic generation of new and better alternatives.

The present state of interactive multi-criteria

methods will be surveyed, and an analysis of the

advantages and disadvantages of existing methods will

provide a basis on which a new interactive method, the

Boundary Point Ranking (BPR) method, can be judged.

This new approach has been developed to provide

decision makers with a method that does not require any

point estimates as marginal rates of substitution. Further,

the method should be reasonably robust even in the presence
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of stochastic error in the information provided.

A simulation experiment has been carried out to

compare the BPR method with other methods. The main

purpose was to study the way in which the methods were

affected by inaccuracies in the inform~tion provided

by a simulated decision maker.

In both parts of the book the main focus is on

decision making under certainty. The only uncertainties

considered, will be those associated with the decision

maker's preferences. To avoid the problem of interpersonal

utility comparisons, it will be assumed that there is

only one decision maker. No explicit time dimension and no

integer problems will be considered.

Those who are interested in more general aspects

of decision making with respect to several goals are

referred to the extensive surveys by Johnsen (1969),

Roy (1971), MacCrimmon (1973) and Farquhar (1977). A

recent bibliography has been published by Zeleny (1976).

SUMMARY AND RESULTS

The book is divided into two parts. The first part will

be concerned with MAD theory and the second with inter

active multi-criteria optimization.

Part I, Multi-Attribute Utility Theory, is

devoted primarily to the analysis of some fundamental

assumptions in MAD theory.

In Chapter 1, An Introduction to Basic Multi

Attribute Utility Theory, such basic theory as Ls necessary

to an understanding of subsequent chapters is presented.

In Chapter 2, On the Validity of MAU Models, it

is shown that a high multiple correlation coefficient

does not necessarily mean that a MAU model is valid.

The findings are based primarily on two simulation

experiments.
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The first simulation experiment indicates that a

wide variety of monotonic functions can be satisfactorily

approximated by linear functions, judging by the

correlation coefficient.

The second simulation experiment demonstrates

how stochastic disturbances in utility judgments affect

the linear multiple correlation coefficient. In the

experiment it is assumed that utility values have been

determined according to a non-linear utility function

of three variables augmented by a stochastic error

term. In this case, low correlation coefficients are

obtained. However, if correction is made for

dominance l then the correlation coefficients are high.

But there is no reason to assume that the corresponding

regression function would be a good estimate of the

utility function.

In Chapter 3, Properties of Common MAO Models,

Some Suggestions and a New Model, the most common MAO

models are examined. Models that have been commonly

discussed in the literature do not conform to a set of

presumptively reasonable properties. Therefore alternative

models are suggested, which do conform to the properties.

A new model is shown to satisfy alternative sets of

properties as well.

The second part of the book, Interactive Multi

Criteria Methods, starts with Chapter 4, A Survey

of Interactive Multi-Criteria Methods. In this

chapter some arguments are put forward in support of

interactive methods.

1
Correction for dominance is obtained by requiring that the
following relation holds. If x > y & x F y then u(x) > u(y),
where x and yare any goal vect~rs and u is a utility function.
Vector equalities and inequalities should now and subsequently
be understood component-wise.
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Methods and applications are discussed from a

critical point of view. The idea has been to list

properties that are important in judging and developing

interactive methods. The main points may be summarized

as follows. A good method should have good convergence

properties even in the presence of inaccuracies.

The information required from the decision maker

should be simple and should be considered by him

to be relevant.

In Chapter 5, The Boundary Point Ranking Method,

a new method is presentedo It is designated the BPR

method, and it is based on a non-linear optimization

method by Nelder and Mead (1965). Subject to minor

modifications, the original method only requires that

objective function values be ranked as the iterations

are carried out. The main research problem was to

retain this property as the method was modified to

handle constraints 0

In Chapter 6, A Comparative Simulation Study

of Interactive Multi-Criteria Methods, the BPR

method is compared with variants of Geoffrion's

method 0 A simulation study was chosen for the exnress

purpose of studying the robustness of the methods in

the presence of inaccuracies in the information provided

by the decision maker 0

It was anticipated that the BPR method would

withstand stochastic disturbances better than the other

methods. For all three problems investigated, this

hypothesis is supported by the results.

In the case of no stochastic disturbances,

Geoffrion's method was more efficient in the initial

stage of search. But for one problem involving relatively

few criteria the BPR method rapidly closed the gap.
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1 AN INTRODUCTION TO BASIC
MULTI~ATTRIBUTE UTILITY
(MAU) THEORY

lQO INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, some methods for estimating ~~U models

are discussed. t1any methods discussed in the literature

require the decision maker to rate his preferences on an

interval scale. This may seem somewhat surprising when

the purpose of the models is, to predict and prescribe

decisions under certaintyo A possible explanation may be

that a small amount of complex quantitative information

can be easier to obtain than the relatively large amount

of qualitative information required by methods relying

on ordinal preference relations only.

Recent tests of MAU models have been reported by Tell

(1976), Huber (1974) and Slovic and Lichtenstein (1971).

The results indicate that simple models, particularly

separable models, are quite successful in approximating a

decision maker's utility functiono Models of this kind

and the premises for their use have been studied by Adams

and Fagot (1959), Debreu (1960), Fishburn (1970) and

others ..

Within the realm of decisions under risk, utility

models with interval properties are usually considered

essential to a meaningful analysis 1
0 So called expected

1
This statement is challenged by Benjamin Eden (1977) who only uses
ordinal utility functions to explain the desire to eliminate risk
in the futureo
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utility models for decisions under risk involving several

objectives have been developed and discussed by Keeney

(1969), Raiffa (1969), Fishburn (1970) and Pollak (1973).

Tests have been made by Tell (1976) I Giauque and Peebles

(1976), Keeney (1969, 1973) and Keeney and Nair (1977).

For further references see Farquhar (1977).

MAO models for decisions under risk can be determined

without the decision maker being explicitly asked to judge

utility intervals. This is an attractive feature but one

which is gained at the cost of simplicity.

Decision making under certainty is a special case

of decision making under risk. Thus expected utility

methods will be discussed as possible alternatives to

probability-free methods.

In this chapter special attention will be paid to

such basic theory as is important to the understanding of

subsequent chapters.

The purpose of section 1.1 is to present some of the

arguments put forward by proponents of MAD theory. In

section 1.2 basic methods and models are presented. No

attempt will be made to cover any but the most basic theory.

This approach can be justified by referring to Slovic and

Lichtenstein (1971), Huber (1974) and Tell (1976) who all

found that simple models will usually do as well as or

better than more complicated ones. In section 1.3 some

observations are made concerning the irnplementability and

validity of MAU models.

1.1 SOME ARGUMENTS IN FAVOUR OF MAU THEORY

There can be reasons for estimating utility functions in

many fields l . It may be interesting to find out how a

1 The concept of utility may then have been replaced by some equivalent
concept such as preference, value, welfare, satisfaction, ophelimity,
effectiveness or efficiency. The variables may be denoted attributes,
goals, objectives, criteria, performance characteristics, consumption
pattern, factors, indicators, profiles, cues, or something similar.
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decision maker comes to a specific conclusion, what

criteria he uses and how he weighs them. If models

can accurately predict decisions they could also be

helpful in saying what decisions should be made.

It may be difficult to get a decision maker to

accept the idea that a function can accurately represent

his preferences; and it may not be easy for a management

scientist, either, to get a clear picture of the validity

of ~~D models.

Cautious conclusions about the usefulness of MAD

models can be drawn from experiments with related models

known as multiattribute inference (MAl) models. Such a

model can be expressed as a linear function of several

variables (attributes, criteria), the function being a

prediction variable such as patients' recovery or academic

success.

Simple, and in particular linear, models are generally

thought to be better at making predictions than decision

makers. See Goldberg (1968), Slovic and Lichtenstein

(1971), Dawes and Corrigan (1974), Huber (1974) and Tell

(1976). Several reasons can be mentioned. Decision makers

do not weigh criteria, as they say they do. They under-

estimate the weights that they associate with important

criteria while overestimating the weights they associate

with those that are less important (Hoffman, 1960, Hoepl

& Huber, 1970; Slovi~ Fleissner & Bauman, 1972). Decision

makers do not rely on as many criteria at anyone point

in time as they say they do (Shepard, 1964, p. 266).

Experience is not necessarily an advantage in making

predictions (Slovic, et ale 1972). It is often suggested

that models should provide no more than a basis for

decisions. Goldberg (1968) found that decision makers'

predictions improved when they had access to the prediction

provided by a linear model. But the model on its own was

still superior. Even linear models with randomly determined

weights or unit weights may be better than decision makers

(Dawes & Corrigan, 1974).
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There are many explanations as to why linear and

other simple models perform so wello Man is irrational

and makes intransitive decisions (Edwards, 1954; Tversky,

1969; Chipman, 1971; Montgomery, 1977) and reacts

differently to the same information on different occasions

(Davidsson & Marschack, 1959, po 223). Linear regression

models provide a means of reducing the effect of random

error (Ashton, 1976). Decision situations that have been

selected for experimentation are such that there is a

priori knowledge of a monotone relationship between the

prediction variable and the attributes (Dawes & Corrigan,

1974). Linear models are qUite good at approximating any

monotone relationshipl (Yntema & Torgerson, 1961; Dawes &

Corrigan, 1974). This point will be further elaborated in

Chapter 2. Tell (1976, p. 174) found as a result of a

simulation experiment that "when there are errors in the

estimates it is often better to choose a simple model

(the separable) than to try to estimate the correct model".

There is also evidence that man cannot handle many criteria

at anyone time (Miller, 1956). These arguments all support

the use of simple models of a few criteria.

1.2 BASIC MAD THEORY

The most important class of ~w~u models is the class of

separable models:

u(x)
k
X a.u.(x.),

i=l 1. 1. 1.
(1-1)

where x is a k-vector representing the goals (criteria,

attributes) and a
i

is the weight assigned to the partial

utili ty function u
i

(xi).

1 A . f . f() 1 2 1 J. 2. .ffi£noton1.c unct1.on x such that x ~ x & x r x 1.rnpl1.es
f(x ) > f(x 2) will be referred to as an increasing function)
or a function, which is increasing in each variable.
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other common MAD models, discussed by Huber (1974)

and Tell (1976), are the following:

u(x)

u(x)

u(x)

k

L a.x. + L b .. x.x.
i =1 l l 12 i <j ':::'k l J l J

k
IT x,c i

i=l 1.

k
IT l/(K.-x.)ci

i=l l l

(1-2)

(1-3)

(1-4)

where b .. , c1.' are parameters to be determined. The parameter
lJ 1

Ki is set at some value above max xi (Einhorn, 1970) .

Other notations are as above. Models (1-2) - (1-4) are in

order: linear with interaction terms, conjunctive and

disjunctive. The conjunctive and disjunctive models have

been suggested by Coombs and Kao (1955) and tests have

been reviewed by Huber (1974). More recent tests have been

made by Nystedt and Magnusson (1975) and Tell (1976).

102.1 Naive Methods

The methods described here are mainly applicable to the

class of separable models. The determination of a

separable MAO model can be said to consist of two sub

problems: first, the partial utility functions ui(x i ),

i = l~ ••. ~ k, have to be determined, and second, the

relative weights ai' i = 1, ... , k,

To determine a partial utility function, a decision

maker may plot a graph or answer conditional questions.

He may be asked what his least and most preferred levels

of an attribute are, to determine zero and unity for the

partial utility scale. To establish intermediate levels

he may be asked about other levels, and preferably those

that split utility intervals in two equal parts (Fishburn,

1 Max x. has been interpreted as the maximum value that criterion l

may aEtain in those decision situations in which the model will be
used.
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1967) 0 Depending on the structure of the problem, it

might instead be better to let utility be a free parameter,

to be determined subject to predetermined levels of an

attribute. This is particularly appropriate when

attributes are expressed in discrete terms.

By fitting linear, piece-wise linear, logarithmic or

some other kind of function to point estimates, it is

possible to obtain estimates of the partial utility

functions (Huber, 1974; Dyer et ale 1973; Tell, 1976).

A possible way of determining the relative weights

is to ask direct questions requiring quantitative answers.

It might be convenient to normalize the model u(x), to

limit it to the unit interval.

It is not always possible to represent a decision

maker's ordinal preferences by an additive separable

model. When such a model is appropriate, the criteria are

said to be preferentially independent (Farquhar, 1977).

1.2.2 Regression Approaches

The advantage of regression analysis over naive methods is

that other model classes than (1-1) may be considered as well.

The decision maker has to provide utility judgments with

interval properties on a zero to one scale for a set of

appropriately chosen criterion vectors. The most common

classes of models in which such utility data are made to

fit are the classes (1-1) - (1-4) 0 In all these cases

linear regression analysis may be used if the necessary

transformations are made. The popularity of these models

is probably due more to this fact than to their suitability

as utility models.
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1.2.3 Lottery tlethods

Lottery methods are the most sophisticated of the MAO

methods discussed up to now. (See Pollak, 1967; Raiffa

1969; Keeney, 1969, 197~ and Keeney & Nair 1977.) They

were developed originally to predict decision behaviour

under risk, subjec to one criterion (von Neumann

& Morgenstern, 1944). Recently similar methods involving

multiple criteria have been developed and used as decision

aids. A brief outline of a method developed and applied

by Keeney (1973) will be given below. Its main advantage

lies in the indirect way in which utility functions are

derived. Lottery methods will thus be referred to as

indirect MAO methods as opposed to probability-free methods,

which in turn are referred to as direct MAO methods. For

the sake of its relevance to a later argument, this

description will focus on the technique of using lotteries.

For a more complete survey, the reader is referred to the

above mentioned authors.

The general appearance of the model is

u(x)
k
L c.u. (x.) + K L c.c.u. (x.)u. (x.)

i = 1 l l l 1.::..i <j ~k l J l l J J

2
+ K L c.c.c u.(x.)u.(x.)u (x )

l~i<j<n'::k l J n l l J J n n
(1-5)

Partial utility functions can be estimated one at a

time by repeatedly asking the decision maker questions

about lotteries. For each lottery he has to determine a

probability P in such a way that he is indifferent as

between the lottery and a deterministic alternative. The

lottery consists of two possible outcomes one assigned

the probability p and the other (l-p). In terms of the

relevant criterion (ceteris paribUS) the deterministic

alternative is supposed to dominate one, and only one,
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outcome of the lottery. By defining different Jotteries

and deterministic alternatives it is possible to derive

partial utility functions. It is not necessary, of course,

to let the probability be the free parameter. If the

deterministic alternative or one of the lottery outcomes

is allowed to vary it might be appropriate to choose
1 1

P ="2 (Fishburn, 1967) 0 The probability P = "2 seems to be

easy for a decision maker to comprehend (Edwards, 1954).

To determine the weights K, c i ' i==l, •• 0' k" addi tional

information is required, once again by using lotteries.

Let a deterministic alternative be such that criterion i

assumes its least preferred level and all other criteria

their most preferred levels. The decision maker then has

to determine the Pi that makes him indifferent to a

choice between the deterministic alternative and a lottery.

At probability Pi the lottery shall yield an outcome with

all criteria at their least preferred levels, and at

probability (I-Pi) an outcome with all criteria at their

most preferred levels. By appropriately scaling (1-5) as

a function defined on the unit interval, the weights c.
k l

are equated with p .• If b p. == 1 f then (1-5) is reduced
l i=l 1

to a separable model of type (1-1) or else K has to be

determined. This is easily done by using the following

relation taken from Keeney (1973).

(1-6)

If the latter type of lottery questions might seem

too extreme in certain applications, then there are other

ways of obtaining the parameters. But these would involve

the solution of non-linear equations.

In the case of decisions under risk the validity

of a utility function of type (1-5) depends. on how

well preferences can be represented over any two

lotteries. If such a function is appropriate, then the
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criteria are said to be utility independent (Farquhar, 1977).

102.4 Ot~er Approaches

It is also possible to devise hybrid methods. For instance,

it is sometimes appropriate to use a naive method to

estimate the partial utility functions and a regression

technique to determine the relative weights. (See Huber,

1974, for references.)

There have also been attempts to derive indifference

surfaces (iso-utility surfaces) but such attempts seem

tedious. (See MacCrimmon & Siu, 1974, for references.)

Recently Srinivasan and Shocker (1973) f Shocker and

Srinivasan (1974) have tried, simultaneously, to determine

the relative weights of different criteria and an ideal

(most preferred) criterion vectors To achieve this purpose

they have developed an elaborate model denoted LINMAP

(LINear programming techniques for Multidimensional

Analysis of Preferences) 0 Their model is based on pair

wise comparisons. However, according to Wehrung, Hopkins

and Massy (1976) who have tried the LIN~~P technique, it

seems difficult to keep the number of these comparisons

at an acceptable level.

Long before all of the preference questions were answered
the administrators tended to lose their concentration and
motivation as the immediately perceived costs of identifying
their preferences seemed to overwhelm the promised benefits

1.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Huber's review is mainly concerned with models of types

(1-1) - (1-4). He compares the methods with respect to

their ability to predict decisions and evaluations.

Regardless of whether naive methods, regression analysis

or hybrid approaches were used, separable models were

found to be best. In particular the linear model did

well - as well as the linear model with interaction terms,
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which uses more degrees of freedom. The conjunctive model

proved as good as separable models, while the disjunctive

model was the worst.

Nystedt and Magnusson (1975) found separable models

to be superior to the conjunctive model and they also

found that the disjunctive performed worst. These results

are in agreement with Goldberg (1971) and Tell (1976,

p. 137).

It is surprising that non-linear and particularly

configural (non-separable) models have not proved better

than the linear model. To ad to the confusion further the

following passage from Goldberg (1971) can be quoted.

000 the power of the Linear model in representing these
judgments must not be construed as implying that the
judges were actually processing the cues in a linear and
compensatory fashiono In fact there is additional evidence
indicating that at least some of the variance in the
judgments of a number of these clinicians was clearly non
linear in character, a finding which makes the present
"victory" of the Linear model all the more significant.

One explanation, that will be discussed in Chapter 3,

is that the linear model has not been compared with relevant

non-linear alternatives.

Tell (1976, chapter 6) also compared Keeney's method

with naive methods. He found that the precision of Keeney's

model, as judged by the correlation coefficient, was re

latively low. An attempt to explain this result will be

made in the next Chapter.

Simple ~AU models have some shortcomings as decision

aids. They "force the decision maker to fit functions not

truly representing his preferences" (Oppenheimer, 1978) 0

The decision maker has to provide utility estimates on

an interval scale - something that is not necessary

according to the theory of decision making under certainty.
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He has to provide utility estimates of non-efficient l

solutions, which cannot thus be optimal. The methods in

Part II below are not affected to the same extent by these

disadvantages 0

1
A fea~ible solution x is efficient if there exists no other feasible
sol~t~on y.such that y ~ x, y # x. A feasible solution that is not
eff~c~ent ~s non-efficient.
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2 ON THE VALIDITY OF MAD
MODELS

2~O INTRODUCTION

A MAU model of a decision maker's utility function may be

helpful in the making of simple routine decisions. A

restaurant proprietor may generate several MAD models

regarding various primary products. For instance, the

price of potatoes that he is willing to pay may depend

on the potatoes' taste, size, storing qualitYI boiling

time etc. A MAD model derived according to any of the

methods discussed in Chapter 1 would provide a simple means

of relating the different attributes to each other in an

unambiguous way. The ~AU scale can be transformed into a

price scale, providing upper bounds for the price of

potatoes. Such price scales may then be used for the

delegation of the responsibility for purchasing primary

products~

MAD models may also prove useful in complex decision

situations when restrictions render decisions more difficult~

The MAD model can first be determined without regard to the

restrictions and then maximized with regard to the re

strictions,using mathematical methods.

No Iv'fAD model can be said to be "the best". ~'Jhich is

the best depends in every case on the particular decision

situation. Thus it is not possible to suggest an index

that accurately ranks models of this kind. The use of

indices presupposes various relations. The most common
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index is the multiple correlation coefficiento

Assume that a MAD model with interval properties

has been generated. Its use in a deterministic decision

situation, presupposes the following relationo A good

cardinal model implies a good ordinal model. Assume

that "goodness" is measured by the multiple correlation

coefficiento One interpretation could then be that a

decision maker would like to make such decisions as

on an average minimize the squared deviations between

utility judgments and modelo However, imagine a decision

maker who does not worry so long as deviations from an

optimal decision are small, according to his

utility function, but who would not be at all happy vlith

big deviations. He might favour a linear model minimizinq

the maximal distance between his utility judgments and

the model. Such models are easily obtained by the use

of linear programming.

Note that the correlation coefficient is not

invariant under increasing transformations of MAD models,

which do not affect the prescriptive validity of such

modelso

This chapter will focus mainly on the correlation

coefficient as a means of validating MAD models deter

mined by regression analysis.

The main findings of this chapter can be summarized

as follows 0 Least square regression techniques are useful

in obtaining convenient descriptions of the relations

between different magnitudes. Providing certain premises

are satisfied a regression function can be expected to

describe an underlying relation accuratelyo One measure

of concordance is the correlation coefficient. In the

case of MAD models there is good reason to believe that

a high correlation coefficient may merely reflect a good

tit between data and model, usually a linear modelo An

important question, however, is whether there is a good
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fit between the model and the underlying utility function.

Two simulation experiments will show that inaccuracies in

a decision maker's estimates of utility intervals does

not matter. If the decision maker takes dominance into

account correctly in criterion space, the linear

multiple correlation coefficient will be high. This means

that the residuals will be dependent. Thus more observa

tions do not necessarily mean greater precision.

Section 2.1 contains a brief analysis of common

arguments for linear models. In sections 2.2 and 2.3 the

experiments and the main results are discussed. Finally

in section 2.4, some implications of the study are

presented.

Detailed descriptions of the experiments are to be

found in appendices 1 and 20

201 LINEAR REGRESSION MODELS

The prevalence of high multiple correlation coefficients

has been taken as an indication of the validity of linear

MAD models. Consider the following arguments in favour of

linear models.

Recent research in psychology [3] has revealed three
additional reasons, not discussed by Moskowitz, for the
relative superiority of linear regression models. First, in
typical decision situations, the independent variables
generally have, or may be rescaled to have, monotone relation
ships to the dependent variable. This results in a situation
in which higher values of each independent variable are
directly associated with higher values of the dependent
variable, regardless of the values of the remaining variables.
Second, the relative weights estimated from a linear regression
analysis are not affected by error in the measurement of the
dependent variable. Error reduces the expected values of all
the weights by a constant. Third, error in the measurement of
independent variables tends to make conditionally monotone
functions more linear.
(Ashton, 1976)

In this quotation Ashton is referring to an article

by Dawes and Corrigan (1974). The first reason quoted

refers to the assumption that linear models prOVide good
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approximations of monotone relationships. Dawes and

Corrigan (1974) refer to a simulation experiment in

dicating the appropriateness of linear models, judging

by the multiple correlation coefficient. In the experiment

various monotonic non-linear functions were used. This

result is supported by the simulation experiment presented

in section 2.2.

No~ consider the second reason quoted 0 The error

referred to must be what is known as a systematic error.

Furthe~ it must be of a particular kind, meaning that all

measurements of the dependent variable must be multiplied

by a constant to eliminate the influence of the error.

That Dawes and corriganl do not consider random error in

the dependent variable is astonishing, since in decision

making the values assigned to that variable are the result

of subjective judgments.

In section 2.3 of this book the influence of random

error in judgments of the dependent variable will be

studied. If the random errors (residuals) are independent

and distributed according to the same distribution with

mean zero and finite standard deviation, then estimates

of the dependent variable will be unbiased. But in the

case of MAD and MAl models, there are several factors that

contribute to dependencies in the residualso Residuals are

always correlated if there are n observations and p

parameters and thus n-p degrees of freedom (Draper & Smith,

1966, po 93) 0 In the case of tffiU models determined according

to the methods described in Chapter 1, the decision maker

will have to associate zero and unity conditionally with the

least and most preferred alternatives respectively. Thus the

1 The corresponding second reason in Dawes and Corrigan (1974) is as
follows: "Second, the relative weights derived from a linear
regression analysis are not affected by 'error' in the criterion
(dependent) variable. Such error reduces the expected values of all
these weights by the same constant amount 000". A footnote in Dawes
and Corrigan's paper supports the above interpretation of the
quoted sentence.
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residuals can hardly be distributed according to the

same random distribution. Further, assume that the

decision maker is aware of dominance relations in the

independent variables. Errors are then not independent

either. The impact of this latter source of error will

be emphasized in the simulation experiment in section

2 0 3 "

As for the third reason in the quotation this should

probably be understood in the following way. In the

presence of random error in the independent variables, it

may be appropriate to use a linear model although the

original relationship is known to be non-linear. (See

also Lord, 1962, and Dawes & Corrigan, 1974.)

Thus the argument in favour of linear and other

simple models is not always well founded in theory. This

point will be developed further in Chapter 3, where it

will be shown that linear models have not been compared

with relevant non-linear models.

2,,2 THE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT OF SIMULATED MONOTONIC

FUNCTIONS

It has been pointed out before that simple linear models

are generally considered to be perfectly satisfactory,

at least as regards providing a good fit for data. Although

there has been little explicit discussion of what is meant

by a low and what is meant by a high correlation co

efficient, the following heuristic seems to be frequently

used.,

Values of R (the correlation coefficient) between 0.7 and 0.95
are common in judgment research. A low value of R, say, below
0.7 is a signal that a linear prediction f. may be inappropriate.
(McMillan, 1975, po 638) J

In many situations there are good reasons for assuming

a priori utility functions, which are increasing in all

criteria" The aim of the experiment presented below is to

test the hypothesis that linear models can provide
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satisfactory descriptions of different increasing functions,

to judge from the multiple correlation coefficient.

The experiment was designed to reflect a wide

variety of increasing functions. To provide for a certain

amount of generality different sets D of vectors were

considered. The number of components (independent variables)

varied between one and fouro

The vectors in each set D were assigned random

function values (values on the dependent variable) one

after the other. The random distribution used depended on

both the order in which the vectors were assigned their

values and on previous outcomes. Taking this into

consideration, the order in which the vectors were

considered was determined according to a uniform prob

ability distribution over all possible orders.

As an illustration of the simulation procedure,

consider the following example with two independent

variables and nine vectors (Figure 2:1). The random

order in which the vectors are to be assigned values, is

indicated by the superfixes 1 to 9.

Figure 2:1.
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The first vector to be assigned a value is denoted
1

x • The range of the function is the unit interval. The

value assigned to xl will be a number generated according

to a uniform random distribution on the unit interval.

That number, say 0.26, is then a lower bound for the

value of vectors dominating xl, i.e. the vectors x
3 , x 4 ,

x
5 , x

6
, x

7 . Correspondingly 0026 is an upper bound for

the value of x
8 .

Now assume that x 5 is to be assigned a value. The

dominated vectors previously generated and having a

I f ' 1 2 d 3 h h h' hower super lX are x ,x an x • Suppose t at t e 19 est

value assigned to any of these is 0.54. Then 0.54 will be

a lower bound for the value of x 5 . The only vector

dominating x
5 is x

4 , which has been assigned a value of,

say 0.68. The value of vector number 5 is then the outcome

of a stochastic variable uniformly distributed on (0.54,

0.68). The values of vectors with other numbers are

determined similarly.

1x ,

Having thus assigned function values to all vectors

... , x 9 , all that remains is to compute the linear

multiple correlation coefficient.

Altogether 240 correlation coefficients were computed.

Individual correlation coefficients were based on up

to 625 randomly generated values. For each specific set D

of vectors 20 correlation coefficients were computed.

The result of the simulation experiment supports the

hypothesis that increasing functions can be satisfactorily

approximated by linear models, at least to judge from the

correlation coefficient. In no case studied was the

average correlation coefficient below 0.80.

The design and results of the experiment are

presented in Appendix 1. It is interesting to note that

in only four individual simulations was the correlation

coefficient below 0.70. In all cases, however, it was

above or equal to 0.54.
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2e3 THE INFLUENCE OF DOMINANCE ON THE VALIDITY OF

REGRESSION MODELS

In the simulation experiment described above the function

values were randomly generated to simulate a wide variety

of increasing functions. In the following simulation

experiment a specific increasing quadratic

utility function of three criteria was assumedo utility

judgments were generated subject to random error. The aim

was to demonstrate how dependencies in the residuals

affected the correlation coefficient.

In the earlier experiment it was assumed that a

function f(x) was increasing and thus for any two x,y E D.

x ~ Y & x :f; y =}f (x) > f (y) ( 2-1)

In the experiment presented below it is assumed

that a utility judgment consists of the sum of

the value of the underlying utility function u(x) and a

stochastic error component s. Thus a utility judgment is

a stochastic variable,

U(x) u(x) + £: ( 2-2)

It is reasonable to demand that a decision maker can

identify dominance by inspection and that, in spite of

stochastic erro~ the following relation can be assumed to

hold for any x, y E Do

x > Y & x 1= y=}D(x) > D(y) (2-3)

Relation (2-3) can be regarded as a stochastic

equivalent of (2-1). But (2-3) means that the residuals

cannot be independent.

The experiment was carried out in two stagese The

order in which T decision vectors were judged was chosen

randomly according to a uniform distribution over all
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possible orders. In the first stage, utility judgments

were generated according to (2-2) where s was distributed

according to a truncated normal distributiono The normal

distribution had a mean of zero and standard deviation 00

In order to get all random utility judgments on the unit

interval the normal distribution was truncated accordingly.

Relation (2-3) was not taken into consideration.

The purpose of the second stage was to study the

impact on the correlation coefficient of compensating

for dominance according to (2-3). Two approaches were

testedo

According to the first approach utility judgments

were generated as in stage one, but with one difference.

Every time a utility judgment of a vector x
t

, where

t = 1, 0." T, violated the dominance relation (2-3) f

it was replaced by a new judgment obtained in the

following manner 0 First, new upper and lower bounds for

UCx t
) were computed. Then uex t

) was adjusted, to account

for the new reference points associated with the bounds,

and a new random utility judgment could be generated that

did satisfy (2-3).

The following is an extramathematical interpretation

of the second stageo A decision maker judges criterion

vectorso His reference points are associated with ~ and 10 And

judgments are subject to stochastic errors. Each time he

is about to violate the dominance relation (2-3) he will

be informed about the upper and lower bounds and the

associated criterion vectors. It is assumed that these

vectors are used as temporary reference points.

A decision maker who considers no points as

reference points but those initially stated, except in the

case of violation of the dominance relation (2-3) must be

considered to be behaving in a strange way. A more

realistic approach would be to assume that all judgments

influence subsequent judgments. To simulate this the

second approach was used.
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The second approach merely implied that prior to

every judgment of x
t

, where t = 1, 00., T, new upper and

lower bounds and associated reference points were

determined and the distribution of UCx t
) was adjusted

accordingly~

It was found, as could be expected, that the

magnitude of 0 was important in the first stage. For

certain 0 the average correlation coefficient was below

0.30 In the second stage the average correlation

coefficient was not below 0.88 for any 0 tested. There

was no significant difference between the two approaches.

It can be concluded from this experiment that a

regression model does not necessarily approximate an

underlying utility function well, if the decision maker

considers dominance relations in criterion space

accuratel~

The design of the experiment and its results are

presented in appendix 2.

2.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the literature the predictive ability of a MAU model

is often assumed to be synonymous with a high correlation

coefficient (see for example Huber, 1974). However, a

high correlation coefficient is not necessarily an

indication of anything but the decision maker's awareness

of dominance in criterion s~ace.

It should not be concluded from the experiments

discussed in this chapter that regression models are of

little valueo The magnitude and significance of the

problems focused on here need to be empirically verified.

If dependencies in the residuals are shown to be of

practical significance, it might be worthwhile designing

procedures to decrease their influence on the MAU models.
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The results obtained here also have implications

for MAU models derived by naive methods. This is obvious

in view of the way partial utility functions are

estimated.

The results in this chapter are also relevant to

indirect MAU methods, such as Keeney's method 0 Tell (1976,

p. 113) obtained somewhat lower correlation coefficients

when using Keeney's method than when using direct methods.

One explanation of this result is as follows. With an

appropriate design, dominance in criterion space is not

as clear when indirect methods are used as when direct

methods are used. Thus a model can be a more appropriate

representation of an underlying relationship, even though

other models may give rise to higher multiple correlation

coefficients.

Estimates of marginal rates of substitution can

also be used to develop linear models without there being

any problems about dominance. It will become clear, from

the argument in the second part of this book, how this

can be achieved.
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3 (PROPERTIES OF COMMON MAU
MODELS, SOME SUGGESTIONS
AND A NEW MODEL

3.0 INTRODUCTION

The most common MAD models were presented in Chapter 1.

According to various empirical studies the linear model

is more successful than the non-linear alternatives.

This result is surprising. Many theorems in economics

are based on the assumption that utility functions are

non-linear.

The purpose of the present chapter is to explain

this result. A set of properties is suggested which, it

is assumed, signifies a good MAD model.

It will be shown that none of the non-linear

regression models discussed in Chapter I satisfies the

suggested properties.

Two alternative models, the constant elasticity of

substitution (CES) model (Arrow, Chenery, Minhas & Solow,

1961) and a new model, the variable elasticity of

substitution (VES) model l will be shown to satisfy, if in

a slightly modified form, all the properties.

1
The properties of the VES model may render it useful as a
production function.
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The formal approach adopted here is different from

the one usually adopted in MAD theory. In the tradition

of von Neumann and Morqenstern (1946), it is qenerally

assumed in MAD theory, that utility estimates are made

without error, although the theory was primarily developed

for decision making under risko There is evidence that

decision makers cannot provide consistent utility

estimates, and that they commit intransitivities (for

references see Chapter 1) 0 It seems clear, that even in

the case of decision making under certainty, it could be

fatal not to allow for the decision makers limited

ability to discriminate between alternatives 0 A usual

way of trying to eliminate the effects of error in

utility estimates, has been to use some kind of regression

technique 0 But non-linear models that have been fitted

to data seem to have been chosen arbitrarily. Models with

concavity properties of the kind usually assumed in

economic theory, seem to fit the empirical situations

better than other models. The properties suggested below

do conform well with traditional assumptions concerning

utility functions. Whether or not they signify a good

model will have to be empirically verifiedo But the

analysis suggests that the properties are useful in this

respecto

Situations in which other types of properties may

be appropriate are also discussed. It is shown that the

VES model can be modified to conform to alternative sets

of properties.

In section 3.1 a few definitions and theorems are

listed, which will be useful in the subsequent analysiso

In section 3.2 the properties that a good MAD model

should have, are discussed in light of the theory of

consumer behaviour and the theory of production functions,

as usually stated in microeconomic theoryo The most

cornman MAD models described in Chapter 1 are evaluated in

section 3030 Two alternative MAD models are presented in
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section 304& One of them is based on the CES model and

the other on the new VES modele The models are shown to

conform to all the properties of a good model as

propounded in section 302& Finally in section 3.5, MAD

models are discussed from a more general point of view.

3.1 DEFINITIONS AND THEOREMS

A few definitions and theorems will be used in the analysis

in subsequent sections.

In economic analysis under certainty, concave

utility functions are mainly important in so far as they

give rise to indifference surfaces with appropriate

convexity properties 0 But pseudoconcave and quasiconcave

functions may be equally appropriate. The following

definitions of pseudoconcavity and quasiconcavity follow

Mangasarian (1969, po 141, and p. 132 respectively) 0

Let u be a scalar valued function, defined on an

open set D c R
k

.. The symbol V is the gradient operator.

Definition: The function u is pseudoconcave at

if it is differentiable at XO and

implies

°X E D

Definition: The function u is pseudoconcave on D

if it is pseudoconcave at each x E Do

Let u be a scalar function defined on a set D C Rko

Definition: The function u is quasiconcave at xO E D

if
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implies

for such 0 < A < 1 that [Axo + (l-A)x] E D.

Definition: The function u is quasiconcave on D if

it is quasiconcave at each XED.

If quasiconcavity is restricted so as to be valid only

on convex sets D, the following lemma (Mangasarian, 1969,

pe 133) could have been chosen as a definition.

LEMMA.: The function u is quasiconcave if and only if the

level set

c {x/u(x) > Ct, xED}
a

is convex for each a E RI .

A concave function is always pseudoconcave if it is

differentiable, and a pseudoconcave function is always

quasiconcave ..

Define

and correspondingly

Concavity is a fundamental property .. The following

theorems will be useful when examining whether or not

particular model classes possess appropriate concavity

properties.
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k h h 1Theorem 3:1: Let f:R++ + Rand g:R + R be

differentiable functions. Assume that g is pseudoconcave

and increasing in each variable. Further assume that

f is concave component-wise (and component-wise increasing

in each variable). Then the composite function

u(x) = g[f(x)] is pseudoconcave on R
k (and increasing in++

each variable) .

Proof: The function u(x) is necessarily increasing

in each variable, if f(x) is component-wise increasing

each variable. Thus it remains to show that u(x) is

pseudoconcave.

Assume that

Vu(x)e 2 0

where x E R
k

and e E R
k

, e ~ O. But according to the++
chain rule

Vu(x)e

{
d f "Iwhere D = dX~

Vg(f)De 2 O.J

vg(f)De,

is an hxk matrix and consequentlYl

Let d = De. Since g is pseudoconcave

g[f(x) + Sd] 2 g[f(x)],

where S > 0 is a scalar. But

f . (x +a e) < f" (x) + a V f . (x) e
~ ~ ~

f i (x) + ad i' i 1, ... , k,

where a > 0 is a scalar. Since g is increasing in all

variables, the following relation holds

u(x+ae) = g [f (x-tae)] 2. g [f (x) + ad] 2 g [f (x)] = u(x).

Thus u(x) is pseudoconcave on Rk (and increasing
++

in each variable) 0 Q.E.D.
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Since a concave function is pseudoconcave, the

following corollary can be formulated.

Corollary: Let f~Rk ~ R
h

, and g:R
h ~ R

1 be- ++
differentiable functions. Let g, fi' where i = 1, ... , k,

be concave and increasing in each variable. Then the

composite function u(x) = g[f(x)] is concave on Rk and
++

increasing in each variable.

Theorem 3:2: Let the function f:R
k ~ R

1
, where k > 1,

++

be concave and increasing in each variable. Let g: R1 ~ Rl

be strictly concave and increasing. Further assume that

the isoquants of f satisfy the following condition.

121flex + (l-e)x ] > f(x )

for any xl x 2
E Rk such that f(x 1

) = f(x 2), xl # x 2 ,
++

and 0 < e < 10 Then the composite function u(x) = g[f(x)]

is strictly concave on R
k and increasing in each++

variable"

Proof: The function u is necessarily increasing in

each variable. Thus it remains to show that u is strictly
k

concave on R++,i.e.

. 1 212
u [ex + ( 1_. e) x ] > eu (x ) + (1- e) u ( x ), (3-1)

f e X
1..L 2 12k di 0 < < 1 , iX, and x , x E R+ +. Accor ing to the

concavity of g and f the following relations hold

u [ex1
+ (1- e) x

2
] = g {f [ Ox

1
+ (1 - e) x

2
] } ~ ( 3 - 2 )

~ g [ ef (x
1

) + (1 - e) f (x
2
)] ~ eg [f (xl

)] + (1- e)g [f (~2 )] =

= eu(x1) + (1-e)u(x
2),

where xl i= x 2 and 0 < e < 1.
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Consider the two cases f(x l )

f(x l ) 1= f(x 2
).

First, if f(x
l

) = f(x 2
), then following from the

assumption regarding the isoquants of f and the fact

that f is increasing

1 2f [ex + (l-e)x J

and since g is increasing the first inequality (3-2) must

hold strictly.

Second, if f(x 1 ) # f(x 2
) then the second inequality

of (3-2) must hold strictly, since g is strictly concave.

Thus (3-1) holds Q.E.D.

Another theoreml that will be used is the following:

Theorem 3:3: A function U:R~+ ~ Rl is concave, if it is

differentiable, increasing in each variable, homogeneous 2

of degree h, 0 < h < 1, and if for any xl E Rk the
++

level set

L
1

{xlu(x) .:- u(x ), X E

is convex.

Proof: It will be shown that u is concave on Rk and thus
++

that

121 2
ulex + (l-e)x ] > eu(x ) + (l-e)u(x ),

where 1 2
x , X E and 0 < e < 10 Two cases will be

considered.

1 A similar theorem is referred to by Greenberg and Pierska1la (1971)0

2 A function f (x), X E Rk is homogeneous of degree h if and only if
f(ax) = othf(x) where et.,. 00 If h = ltf(x) is called homogeneous
of degree one or just homogeneous.
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Since u is increasing and the level sets L are convex it

immediately follows that

1
> u(x ) 1 2eu(x) + (l-e)u(x ).

Case II: u(x 1 ) I:- u(x 2 )

Without loss of generality it may be assumed that

u(x
2

) > u(x 1). Let

1 2
z = ex + (l-e)x .

where 0 < e < 10 Since u is homogeneous of degree one

or less and increasing in each variable there are

scalars Al and A2 such that

1u(x )
2

u(x )

1 2
Let A1Z = Y and A2 Z = Y , where 0 < Al < 1 and

A
2

> 1. Define a = (A
2

-1)!(A
2

-A
I

) 0 Thus

1 2z = ay + (l-a)y

and

1 2
au(y ) + (l-a)u(y )

< u (z)

Consequently u is concave along any ray from origo,

and

u(z)
I 2

u[ay + (l-a)y ]
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Since u is homogeneous of degree h it follows that

for A > 00 Thus the tangent planes T I to the isoquant

u(x) = u(yl) at yl and T
2

to the isoquant u(x) = u(y2)

at y2 are parallel. The line

A
121

{xlsx + (l-S)x, S E R }

intersects T\ at vI and T2 at v
2 . Let

Ilvl -v2
11 llv -zll + Ilz-v2

11 = y + K, I lvI_xlii
I Iv2-x2

1 I = ~K. Now

A.y, and

and since A intersects two parallel hyperplanes in R
k

,

z =
1 2

ay + (l-a)y •

Consequently

Thus

e K + b,K

K + Y - !1y + AK
>

K

K + Y
a.

Using established relations it follows

1 2 1 2
u [ex + (l-e)x ] ~ au(y ) + (l-a)u(y )

1 2
> 8u(x ) + (l-e)u(x ).

Thus it has been shown that u(x) is concave on

R:+o Q.EoD.
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The following properties of concave functions will

be useful (Roberts & Varberg, 1973, po 103).

Let f be a function having continuous second partial

derivatives on an open set D C Rk . Then f is convex

(concave) on D if and only if the H~ssian

H ={ 8£ }
8x.8x. '

1 1

where i, j = 1, 000, k, is positive (negative) semi

definite. Moreover, f is strictly convex (concave) on D,

if the Hessian is positive (negative) definite.

302 PROPERTIES OF MAD MODELS

It is difficult to find a satisfactory discuss~on in the

literature of the properties that a good MAO model should

possess. The purpose cf this section is to specify a set

of such propertieso

Behavioural scientists do not seem to have

written much on the mathematical properties of

utility functions.

The theory of consumer behaviour is more explicit

as regards the properties of utility functions and

will provide a good starting point.

The theory of production functions is directly

relevant since there are many similarities between the

properties assigned to production functions and those

assigned to utility functions.

302.1 The Theory of Consumer Behaviour

In modern microeconomic theory consumer behaviour is

usually explained in terms of indifference map analysis.
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With respect to the underlying utility function, the

assumptions made are as weak as possibleo Debreu (1959,

po 73) and Malinvaud (1972, p. 26) characterize a

utility function as a quasiconcave function that is

increasing in all variableso

Since the days of Edgeworth, Fisher and Pareto

indifference map analysis has been the basis for the

study of consumer behaviour. The assumptions that will

be made here are those that are made if not explicitly

at least implicitly in most classical works on consumer

behaviour 0

Let u:R
k ~ RI be a differentiable function
++

satisfying the following assumptions 0

Cl: \7u(x) >
k

0, X E R++"

Rk } is strictly convex
++

X E.C2: L = {x/u(x) > u(x l ),

for each xl E Rk
0

++

3 k. t' 1 hC: R+ 1S an asymp ot1C cone to eac set Lo

Assumption Cl merely says that (ceteris paribus)

more of any good is always preferred to less.

According to assumption C2, level sets are strictly

convex. This conforms well with the traditional assumption,

that a consumer will require an increased marginal

compensation for each unit of one good that is substituted

for another, in order to remain at the same utility level.

Strict convexity of level sets also implies that no

indifference surface will intersect any axis. However, it

is sometimes assumed that there is a "minimum d'existence"

1 . h b d f k k. .Let x be a pOlnt on t e oun ary 0 R 0 Then R 1S an asyrnPfotlc
cone to the level set L, if for any atbitraril~ small € E R++ and
any sufficiently large A > 0 there is ayE L such that
II AX - y II < € 0
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(Frisch, 1926) or "bare survival set" (Green, 1971, p. 38) ..

This fact would imply that the axis should not define the

asymptotes to the indifference surfaces; rather they

should be defined by some constant values of the

commodities. Consider henceforth that compensation for

the survival set is made by means of a translation in Rk •

Thus assumption C3 may be considered valid.

Here it is assumed that consumer preferences can

be accurately represented by a utility function. Thus

the usual order and topological axioms are trivially

satisfied .. Those interested in the axiomatic treatment

of utility are referred to Frisch (1926), Debreu (1959),

Pfanzagl (1959), and Fishburn (1970a).

3.2 .. 2 The Theory of Production Functions

It can be useful to study production functions because

of the similarity between the properties usually assigned

to them and those assigned to utility functions. It

seems possible, as Shephard (1970, p. 301) points out,

to adjust the theory of production functions to utility

functions.

The conjunctive utility model, i .. e.

u(x)
k
IT x.ci,

i=l 1-

(1-3)

where c i > 0 are constants, is also known as a Cobb

Douglas (CD) production function with a scaling constant

of unity. The restriction is often added that the sum

of the constants should be unity, which means that (1-3)

will be homogeneous of degree one. Shephard (1970, p. 22)

has stated a number of properties that a production

function 0(x) should possess.

A set of properties in the same tradition,

proposed by Fare and Jansson (1974, 1975), is presented

below.
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,01: 0(0) = 0 and 0(x) > 0 for some x E R
k

.
+

>12 : 0(x) is finite for bounded x.

503: 0(AX) > 0(x) if A > lo-

,04: For any x > 0 & x # 0 such that o(A x) > 0 for-
some scalar A > o. 0(AX) -+ 00 as A -+ 00

,05: 0(x) is upper semicontinuous.

,06: 0(x) is quasiconcave.

This set of properties is weaker than the assumptions

in the previous section. Consider the following example.

A farmer may increase his production by irrigation. Above

a certain level, however, production may even decrease.

This set of properties allows for the consideration of

such cases. }O3 rneans weak disposabili ty of inputs (~'JDI)"

Now assume that >1 is a function that is homogeneous

of degree h. Property ,03 may then be strengthened.

,03': If 0(x) > 0 for some x, then 0(AX) = Ah 0(x) for any

scalar A > 0.

Let C c Rk be the set that implies positive output.
+

If ,03' is substituted for ,03 then C is a convex cone.

Proposition 3:1: The set C is a convex cone.

Proof: Cons ider any two points xl, x 2 E C such that

1 2
0(x ) ~ 0(x ),

then by ,06 it follows that

where 0 < A < 1. Thus any convex combination of xl and

x
2

also belongs to c. From .03' it follows that C is a

cone, and consequently a convex cone. Q.E.D.
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Technology determines the extent to which production

factors are substitutableo The inclination to substitute

one factor for another because of changes in factor prices

varyies from industry to industry.

The elasticity of substitution E is a

measure which in anyone point x E C provides a measure

for the inclination to adjust the relative use of

production factors following a change in their relative

prices.

(3-3 )

In the formula for E, prices are not explicitly

stated. It is understood that the relative uses of

production factors are adjusted according to cost

minimizing behaviour, and thus the price ratio equals

- dx 1 /dx
2

o

The elasticity of substitution provides a convenient

means of expressing the shape of an isoquant at anyone

point x E Rk . FurhterE is invariant with respect to the
++

choice of measurement unit, but not with respect to

translations.

, The constant elasticity of substitution (CES)

function (Arrow, Chenery, Minhas ~ Solow, 1961) is a

homogeneous production function. The CD function is

a special case when E = I. The CES function satisfies

the properties ~l - 06 and 03'.

The CES function may be wrjtten

1

j -c -c} cu(x) = a 1x
1

+ a
2

x
Z

(3-4 )
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where a
1

, a
Z

> 0, and c > -1 are parameterse It has been

generalized by Uzawa to k variables (Shephard, 1970,

p. 35)"

3.2,,3 An Attempt to Characterize a Good MAD Model

Some MAD models particularly configural (non-separable)

models, have been used without any justification except

that they are non-linear and increasing. In economic

theory more explicit assumptions are made regarding

utility functions as the assumptions Cl - C3 in section

3.2.1. These assumptions could provide a starting point

for the formulation of properties signifying a good MAD

model.

In the case of configural MAD models, regression

techniques seem to be indispensable tools for fitting

various functional forms. Least-square regression

analysis requires the utility estimates to have interval

properties. Assumption C2, as stated t tells only that

a utility function is quasiconcave. This assumption will

be adjusted below in view of the necessity of making

cardinal utility measurements. In accordance with the

classical assumption that marginal utility is decreasing,

quasiconcavity will be strengthened to strict concavity.

Assumption C3 will be dropped and Cl retained. The

following desirable properties will be listed for a

differentiable utility model u: Rk -+- R1 "
++

k
Ul: vu(x) > ° for any x E R ,

++ k
U2: u(x) is strictly concave on R++"

It follows from C2 that indifference surfaces

cannot intersect the coordinate axis. This, however, is

not implied by strict concavity of u(x) 0

These properties alone do not signify a good model.

Such a model has to fit data well under the assumption

of varying degrees of complementarity between criteria.
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Consider a decision maker who always decides to

take some dressing on his salad. It might well be that,

regardless of the level of his salad consumption, his

inclination to substitute oil for vinegar does not

change.

To be able properly to represent a decision maker's

inclination to substitute, two more properties will be

proposed. A few definitions will be needed.

Let E = E(x;p) be the elasticity of substitution

of a model u(x;p), where x E R
k and p E P~which is the
++

set of admissible parameters.

Definition: A model u will be considered flexible

if the range of E is (0,00) for some pEP and any
k

x E R++.

It is assumed that an expansion path 3 i.e. the

locus of points having the same gradient direction

Vu(x) > 0, may be described by a simple curve

k
ret) E R++,

where L E (0,00), and such that,

and

where i == 1, ... , ko Let r == r(t), where t E (0,00).

Definition: E is called expansion path constant if E(r)

is constant.

U3:

The two remaining properties may now be stated.

kE(x;p) = K for some pEP, any g E R++ and any

K E (0,00).
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This property may be strengthened by requiring

further that the elasticity of substitution should

be expansion path constant for all values of E.

U4: E(r;p) = K for some pEP, any r c Rk and any++
K E (0,00).

For later reference the four properties will be

repeated.

The following four properties are assumed to
k 1signify a good MAO model u:R++ + R .

UI:

02:

U3:

U4:

k
Vu(x) > 0 for any x E R++,

u(x) is strictly concave on R~+,

E(x;p) = K for some p E P, any x E Rk and any
++

K E (0 , (0) ,

E(r;P) K for P, k and= some p E any r c R++ any

1\ E (0,00).

The first two properties accord well with

customary assumptions regarding utility functions. The

other two properties have been added to make sure that

the model is adaptable to data points with varying

characteristics. Property U3 has been stated explicitly,

since it is considered important. The additional

requirements imposed on the MAD model according to U4

seem attractive but may be less important or more

difficult to satisfy. Statistically speaking, other

desired properties could have been added to the list. In

the following analysis in this chapter it will only be

assumed implicitly that it is desirable for the number

of parameters to be low.

3 0 3 AN EVALUATION OF THE MOST COMMON MAD MODELS

The configural models described in Chapter I will now be

analysed to see how well they conform to the properties

Ul - U4.
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The class of separable models may also be used

as regression models. However, as stated in Chapter 1,

this class of models is not adequately specified. The

functional form of the partial utility functions must be

more explicit. Consider the class of separable models,

i.e.

u(X)
k
L: a.u.(x.),

i=l l l l

(1-1)

where the notations are as in Chapter 1.

Let u i (xi) = Aix i , where Ai > 0 is a scalar,

i 1, oe., k, then (1-1) is nothing but a linear model,

which satisfies none of the properties U2 - U4. If

ui(x i ) = c i log xi' for example, then the separable

model may be used as a non-linear regression model. As

last specified this model will be discussed in section

3.3.2 as an increasing concave transformation of the

conjunctive model.

3.3.1 The Linear Model with Interaction Terms

The linear model with interaction terms is

u(X)
k
L a.x. +

i=l l l
L b ..x.x.,

l.2 i < j.2k lJ l J
(1-2)

where the notations are as in chapter 1. Only the two

variable case will be studied, i.e.

u(x) (3-5)
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Property UI: If 7u(x) > 0, i.e. if

dU
a l + a 3 x 2 > 0, -~-

oX
2

then the property holds.

Property U2: If the Hessian H of u is negative definite

then u is strictly concave.

H __(0 a3) (3-6)

a 3 °

According to (3-6) the Hessian is indefinite for

any values of a 3 # o.

Tell's empirical findings (Tell, 1976, po 127)

indicate no success for models of type (1-2) as

compared with the linear model.

A few notes may be of value since this class of

models does sometimes appear in the literature. (For

references see Chapter 1) .

If a 3 > 0, then for any xl E R
2 the level set
++

is convex. But the second order directional derivative

eYRe > 0 if II e II 1, e E R2 }
++

i.e. the marginal utility in direction e will be

increasing contrary to the traditional law of diminishing

returns.

1If a 3 < 0, then L(X ) will not even be convex

for all x E R2
0 In fact the function U will have a

++
saddle point in the first quadrant.
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Property U3: According to the definition of the elasticity

of substitution the following derivative is needed.

( 3-7)

But dx
1

/dx
2

cannot be expressed as a function of

x
1
/x

2
only. To solve this problem (3-7) may be rewritten

dx
dC_I)

dX
2

~
x

d(--l.)
x

2

~

(3-8)

Using (3-8) the elasticity of substitution can be

formulated

x
d(--l.)

dX
1

x
2

E

~o dX
2 (3-9 )

2

~o xl
2 x

2dX
2

Now the components of (3-9) may be determined.

Let

(3-10 )

where uO is some constant. Then

(3-11)
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and

(3-12)

Now (3-12) is differentiated with respect to

iDe.

(3-13)

and (3-11) is differentiated twice with respect to x 2 .

(3-14)

(3-15)

substitute (3-12) - (3-15) into (3-9) and

E

E ~ 00 as a
3

+ +0 and E ~ 1 as a 3 ~ 00

Thus u is not flexible.

Property U4: Let

substituting (3-10) and (3-14) in (3-16) yields

(3-16)

(3-17)
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Thus the expansion path is a straight line. But E

is not constant along (3-17) .. Consequently U4 is not

satisfied ..

303.2 The Conjunctive Model

The conjunctive utility model is

u(x)
k

c·II x. ~,

i=l ~
(1-3)

where the notations are as in Chapter I.

Property Ul: The marginal utilities are positive if

c. > 0 for i = 1, ... , k.
~

Property U2: The following proposition will be proved.

Proposition 3:2: The conjunctive model

k
U == II x. C i

i==l ~

is concave and increasing in each variable, if

k
L c. < 1,

i==l ~-

and each

C. > o.
~

(3-18)

(3-19)

Proof: By studying the Hessian of u the necessity

and sufficiency of the conditions (3-18) and (3-19) are

easily demonstrated for k == 1, 2, 30

The proposition for arbitrary k may be conveniently

proved by repeatedly applying the corollary of theorem 1.
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The procedure is straight forward and will be

demonstrated for k = 6.
8 1 8 2 2

Define get) = £1 f 2 ,where £ E R++ as concave

and increasing in each variable. Further let

and

also be concave and increasing in each variable~

According to the corollary u(x) = g(f(x» is concave

and increasing in each variable. The coefficients of

u (x) =
6 ci
:IT x.

i==l l

will satisfy condition (3-18) and (3-19) since

6 3 6
L c. < 5 L a. + 5 L a. <

51 + 52
< 1 .

i=l l 1 i =1 l 2 i =4 l

Thus it may be proved that the proposition holds

for any k. QoEoDo

According to U2 a good model should be strictly

concave 0 A sufficient condition for a function being

strictly concave is that the Hessian is negative

definite. Again it is easy for k = 1, 2, 3 to show that

u is strictly concave and increasing in each variable

if and only if

and

k
L: c. < 1

i=l l

c. > 1 for i
l

1, ... , k.

(3-20)

( 3-21)
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Cbnsider the corollary. If g and f are strictly

concave, then it can be shown that u is strictly concave.

Thus the same technique as above may be used to show

that (3-20) and (3-21) are sufficient to provide for

strict concavity of the conjunctive utility model.

Now consider

k c.
u = log( II x. 1.)

i=l 1.

or

u =
k
L: c.

i=l 1-

log x. )
1.

which is simply a separable model. The model results

from the application of the corollary of theorem 1 if

h = I. Thus it also satisfies properties Ul and U2.

As regards the property U3, it is well known that

the elasticity of substitution of a conjunctive model is

unity (Heathfield, 1971, p. 36). Thus U3, and a fortiori

U4, cannot be satisfied. This is of course also true of

the separable model discussed above, since the shape of

the isoquants are not affected by increasing

transformations.

3.3.3 The Disjunctive Model

The disjunctive utility model is

u(x)
k
IT (K.-x.)

i=l 1 1

-c.
1 , (1-4)

where the notations are as in Chapter I. Note that u is

only defined on a subset D of Rk .
++

It will be shown that properties Ul - U4 will not

hold on D in the two-variable case,
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1

Property Ul: The marginal utilities

and

8u(x)

~

should be positive, which is the case if c 1 ' c 2 > o.

Property U2: Consider the Hessian

H

C
2

(c
2
+1)u(x)

2(K
2
-x

2
)

C
1

(c1+l)u(x)

2
(K1-x

1
)

The first order minor is positive, i.e.

2
~>O

2 'dX
l

if c. > o. Thus u cannot be concave. In fact the
l.

indifference curves are not even convex.

Property U3: The elasticity of substitution E < 0,

which means that U3 is not satisfied.

Property U4: A fortiori U4 is not satisfiedo
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304 SOME SUGGESTIONS AND A NEW MODEL

Consider the following CES model in two variables as a

MAU model.

(3-4)

where the constants aI' a 2 > 0 and c > -1. Since u is

homogeneous of degree one, it cannot be strictly concave.

However, u is concave 0

Another new model that is also homogeneous of

degree one will be called a variable elasticity of

substitution (VES) model. It could equally well have

been called a flexible multiattribute utility model.

With two variables it can be represented in the

following way ..

1

u (x) = { (x1+x 2) C - B I xl- x
2

1 C }'c (3-22)

At first S will be considered equal to unity. Thus

there is only one free parameter, c > 1. Function (3-22)

is obviously symmetrical around Xl = x 2 . Symmetry

properties can be changed by measuring Xl or x 2 in some

other unit.

Further the CES model has symmetry properties

similar to the VES model as c + 00 0 Then Xl = x 2 will be

the unique expansion line, since this case corresponds

to L-shaped indifference curves. This symnletry property

too can be changed by a corresponding rescaling, as

pointed out by Arrow et al. (1961) •

The models are both concave and increasing.

According to property U2, a ~ffiU model should be strictly

concave.
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3.4.1 The Constant Elasticity of Substitution (CES) Model

The elasticity of substitution for a conjunctive model,

or alternatively a CD function, is always unity. The

elasticity of substitution for the CES model is also

constant but not necessarily unity.

It will now be shown that the CES model (or rather

any strictly concave increasing transformation of the

CES model) satisfies properties Ul - U4. Only the two

variable case will be concidered, i.e.

(3-4)

where aI' a 2 > 0 and c > -1 are parameters.

Property Ul: The marginal utilities

1
1

dU - (c+ I)
{a1x1-

C aZxZ-cI c
> 0

dX
I
= a

l
x

1
+

1
1dU _ -(c+1) {-C -cj c

> 0dX
2

- a
2

x
2 alx l + a 2x 2

(3-23)

(3-24)

are positive since all components are positive.

Property U2: To study the local properties of the

CES model, the differential at some xO E R:+ is equated

with zero, i.e. du :::: ~dx + ~dx 0"
dX

1
I dX

2
2

Using (3-23) and (3-24) the following is obtained

and

2 -c-2'
d xl a 2 (c+l)x

2
(x

1
-x

l
x

2
)

-2- = ------c------ > 0
dX2 alx l
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where x' = dX 1 /dx 2 o Thus any isoquant expressed as a

function x 1 (x 2 ) is strictly convex on D c R~+, where

D is the domain of x 2 . Since u is strictly increasing

the assumption concerning the isoquants as stated in

theorem 3:2 is satisfied. And since the isoquants of

the CES model are convex the level sets are also convex.

According to theorem 3:3 u is concave on R:+.

Consider a strictly concave and increasing transformation

g(u). Then vex) = g(u(x) is strictly concave on R~+ and

increasing in each variable according to theorem 3:2.

Property U3: The elasticity of substitution is

1
E = l+c

where c > -I. Thus E E (0,00) and u is flexible. Further
kE is constant on R++.

Property U4: Since E is constant on R:+, it is a

fortiori constant along any expansion path in R:+.

3.4.2 The Variable Elasticity of Substitution (VES) Model

Several linearly homogeneous VES models are discussed in

the literature. But according to Lovell (1973) they have

"isoquants that are well-behaved"l for a restricted

range in the first orthant only.

The VES model
1

where B is equal to unity and c > 1, will be shown to

satisfy properties Ul - U4 and to have "well-behaved"
isoquantso

1
By "well-behaved" isoquants it will be understood that the following
relation should hold.

1 2 1u[ex + (1-8)x ] > u(x ),

for any xl, x
2

E R:+, such that u(x1)
o < e < 1.
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[(X1+XZ)C-l "+ I x1-xzl c-l]

(3-25)

c-l + c- 1
[(Xl+X

2
) -I x l - x

21 .]

~ = {(X
l

+x
2
)c

d xl

d U { c--- = (x +x) -
d X z I 2

Property Ul: The marginal utilities

1:-- 1

Ix1-xzl C } C

IXI-XzIC}~-l

are positive since c > I.

Property U2: To study the local properties of an

isoquant of the VES model, the differential at some

XO E R:+ is equated to zero, i.e.

o.

Using (3-25) the following is obtained

c-l c-l
(X

I
+X

2
) + (x

l
-x

2
)

c-l c-l if Xl ~ x 2
(xI+xz) - (xl-xz)

dX I =.' (3-26)
dX Z

c-l c-l
(X1+XZ) - (xZ-xI )

if x
2c-l

> x
c-l - I

(Xl +X2) + (xZ-xI )

The left and right derivatives are equal at Xl x Z.
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Differentiating once more yields

(3-27)

where x' = dx
1

/dx
2

- The derivative dx 1 /dx 2 < 0 for any

x E R:+: The second derivative d2xl/dx~ > 0 at any point

x E R~+ such that xl # xZs Thus any isoquant expressed

as a function x 1 (x Z) is strictly convex on D c R~+,

where D is the domain of x 2 - Since u is strictly

increasing, the assumption concerning the isoquants as

stated in theorem 3:2 is satisfied. And since the

isoquants of the CES model are convex, the level sets

are also convex.

By applying theorem 3:3 it follows that the VES

model is concave on R
Z _ Since it further satisfies++

the assumption concerning isoquants as stated in theorem

3:2, it is easily modified according to theorem 3:2,

into a strictly concave and increasing model.

Property U3: The elasticity of substitution will now

be derived.

Consider the case xl ~ XZe Let e = (2+1) and

g = (2-1), where 2 = x 1 /x Z- Then (3-26) may be re

written as

c-1
e

c-1
e

c-1
+ g

c-1 '
- g

(3-28)

Now (3-28) may be differentiated with respect to z.
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2( 1)(
c-1 c-2 c-2 c-1)

c- e g - e g
(:-1 c-1 2

(e - g )
(3-29)

The elasticity of substitution E for (3-20) is

obtained by using (3-28), (3-29) and z = x 1 /x Z"

After simplification

E
(z+1)2c-2 _ (z_1)2c-2

c-Z c-2
4(c-1)z(z+1) (z-l)

In case x 2 ~ xl the elasticity of substitution is

E
(z+1)2c-2 _ (1_z)2c-2

c-2 C-Z
4(c-l)z(z+1) (l-z)

Thus E for xl' x 2 > 0 may be written

E
(z+1)2c-2 _ (z_1)2c-2

c-2 I I c-24(c-1)z(z+1) z-l
(3-30)

E -+ 0 as c -+ 00 and E -+ 00 as c -+ 1"

Property U4: It can be seen that any ,expansion path

is a ray from origoo From (3-30) it is evident that

E is constant along any ray from origoe Thus E is

expansion path constant and U4 is satisfied.

Note that E is a function of z as well as of c.

If c = 2 then E = 1 for all x E Rk . If c = 4,++
then

E

Now E -+ 1 as z -+ 00 or as z -+ 0 and E -+ 00 as z -+ 1.
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It has been proven that the VES model conforms

to properties Ul - U4.

Now assumptions Cl - C3 as presented in section

3.2.1 will be in focus.

Assumption Cl is equivalent to property Dl. Thus

the CES and VES models both satisfy Cl.

Assumption C2 requires the level sets to be

strictly convex.

The isoquants of the CES model intersect the axis

when c < 0 (Arrow et al~ 1961). However, assumption

C2 is satisfied when c > o. When c = 0, the CES model

should be associated with a conjunctive model.

where K is a constant and c > 1. The relation (3-31)

may be rewritten

(3-32)

But (3-32) holds as x
2
~ +0 if and only if

Xl + 00. From symmetry it follows that the axis are

asymptotes to the isoquants of the VES model, and thus

the isoquants will not intersect any axis. Since, in

addition, the VES model is increasing and the isoquants are

strictly convex, assumption C2 is satisfied.

As regards assumption C3, the VES model will have

the axis as asymptotes. This is a property that the CES

model also possesses if c > 0, according to Arrow et alA

(1961). But, this cannot be so. Consider an isoquant for
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the CES model
1
c c

where C is a constant. It then follows that

and

1
c

Obviously the CES model cannot have the axis as

asymptotes for c > o.

It is thus interesting to note that any increasing

transformation g(u), where u is the VES model, satisfies

assumptions Cl - C3.

3.4.3 Possible Extensions of the VES Model

(3-31)

1

u(x) = {[f1(X1) + f 2 (x2)}C - Slf1(x1) - f 2(x2)1 c}e,

Properties ~l - ~6 as presented in section 3.1.2 are

weaker than the other two sets of assumptions in

section 3.2.1 or 3.2.3. The VES model can easily be

modified to allow for weak disposability of input, if

values of S other than unity are allowed. Further,

expansion paths other than rays from origo can be

considered. Consider the following VES model, where

xl and x
2

are rescaled by the concave and increasing

functions fl(x 1 ) and f 2 (x 2 ).

where S is a scalar that is not necessarily equal to
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unity. It can be proved that (3-31) is concave if S > 1 ,

and it is homogeneous of degree one if fi(x i ) = AiXi'
where :\. > 0 is a scalar and i = 1 9 2 0

1.

If S > 1 then properties ~l - ~6, but not

necessarily the two other sets of properties, are

satisfied.

In figures 3:1 - 3:3 isoquants of the VES model
1

u(x) = {ex1+xZ)C - 61 x1-xzl cr (3-20)

are illustrated for different c and S values.

1

2

3

1

~-------2

3

Figure 3:1. The diagram illustrates the shape of the indifference
curves for three parameter combinations:
1) S 1, c 1.1, 2) B = 1, c = 2, and
3) B = 1, c = 4.
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2

2

Figure 3:2. The diagram illustrates the shape of the isoquants
and the corresponding asymptotes for two parameter
combinations: 1) B = 2, c = 1.1, and 2) B = 3, c = 5 .

2.----4\.

2

Figure 3:3. The diagram illustrates the shape of the isoquants for
two parameter combinations: 1) S = -1, c = 3, and
2) B = -1, c = 1 .
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Now consider the model (3-31) if B I and if
a

f 1 (x I) = x I' 0 2. a 2. 1, and f 2 (x 2) = x 2

This case is illustrated in Figure 3:4. where the

VES model has collapsed into a conjunctive model.

2

Xl
Figure 3:4. The diagram illustrates how the relative importance of

Xl and x2 is affected when S = 1, c = 2 and a is varied.
Tlie following X values are considered:
1) a = 1.0, and 2) a = 0.8.

As.suming generalizations of the VES model to include

more than two variables, the following model provides a

possible version in the three-variable case.

(3-32)

where a
l

> 0 are scalars and u i are VES models of two

variables. The model (3-32), which is concave, may be

generalized to include k variables, since the finite

weighted sum of concave functions is also a concave

function if the weights are non-negative (Zangwill, 1969,

p. 27).

Note that (3-32) is homogeneous of degree one.
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3.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this chapter an attempt has been made to characterize

a good MAU modelo According to microeconomic theory a

utility function is a strictly concave function that is

increasing in each variable. The only models discussed

in Chapter 1 that conform to this classical assumption

are the separable and the conjunctive models. But,

according to empirical evidence as discussed in Chapter 1,

these models have not proved superior to the linear modelo

Optimality of a criterion vector x depends on the shape

of the indifference surfaces 0 Thus it has been considered

desirable to restrict the class of functions that may

serve as MAD models further, by requiring flexibility

and expansion path constant elasticities of substitution.

The evaluation of MAD models with respect to the

four properties is summarized in Table 3:1.

Only one non-linear separable model has been

discussed. It satisfies the same properties as the

conjunctive modelo This does not mean that there are no

separable models that satisfy U3 or U4.

Table 3:10 The properties are defined in section 3020 A plus sign
indicates that the property is satisfied and a minus sign
that it is noto

Model Property

VI V2 V3 U4 ~I

Separable + +

Linear with + +
interaction term

Conjunctive + + (+)

Disjunctive +

CES modified + + + +

VES modified + + + + +
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Note that properties Ul - U4 and WDI cannot be

satisfied simultaneously. The parenthesis indicates that

it is not the conjunctive model that possesses WDI but

the following transformation suggested by Fare and

S t&hl (1973) <>

(3-33)

where a and c are constants. If a ~ 0, then (3-33)

collapses into the conjunctive model.

The usefulness of the VES model needs to be

empirically verified. If the model proves successful in

laboratory or field experiments, it might be worthwhile

refining the set of properties Ul - U40 Pseudoconcavity

for instance, may be more reasonable than concavity in

some applications.



PART II
INTE CTI E

MULTI-CRITERIA METHODS
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4 A SURVEY OF INTERACTIVE
MULTI-CRITERIA METHODS

4.0 INTRODUCTION

This survey is concerned with man-machine interactive

methods for finding optimal solutions to constrained

optimization problems, when the objective is to

maximize a decision maker's utility as a function of

several criteria. The function, however, is not known

explicitly.

Computer-based iterative methods developed for

such problems reyuire local information about the utility

function only in order to carry out the iterations.

The local information should be provided by the decision

maker in a man-machine interactive process.

This type of methods, interactive multi-criteria

methods, will be referred to simply as interactive

methods. Pioneering work in this field has been done by

Benayoun et al. (1970), Boyd (1970), and Geoffrion (1970).

Later contributions have been made by Aubin and Naslund

(1972), Dyer (1972), Belenson and Kapur (1973), Hemming

(1975), Zionts and Wa1lenius (1976), Wehrung, Hopkins

and Massy (1978), Oppenheimer (1978) and Walker (1978).
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The interactive methods differ in several respects.

Some methods are heuristic; others are based on mathematical

algorithms with known convergence properties. Experiments

with interactive methods involving decision makers have

been made by Geoffrion? Dyer and Feinberg (1972), Dyer

(1972) , Feinberg (1972) I Wallenius (1975)! Wallenius,

Wallenius and Vartia (1978), Wehrung et al .. (1978) ,

Oppenheimer (1978), and others.

The scope and purpose of this survey is specified in

the next section. In section 402 some arguments in favour

of interactive methods are presented. The intention

of section 403 is to describe the best known methods.

In section 404 some applications are discussed. Finally,

in section 4.5 various properties of interactive methods

are discussed and listed in terms of goals to aim at

when developing new methods.

4.1 SCOPE AND PURPOSE

The multi-criteria problem may be formulated:

max u [ f (x) J ,
XEX

(P)

where u is a utility function that is not explicitly

known. The k-vector f represents the criteria and the

n-vector x the activities. The constraint set is

denoted X and is assumed to be compact and convex.

The interactive multi-criteria optimization methods,

which will be referred to henceforth simply as interactive

methods, will be discussed on the assumption that there

is a single decision maker. No explicit time dimension

and no integer problems will be taken into account. The

only non-deterministic aspect that will be discussed is

the possibility that the decision maker may not be able to

express his preferences without error. In Chapter 6 this

problem will be considered in more detail.
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No method to be presented solves (P) in its most

general form. The methods differ, however, with respect

to the additional conditions that have to be satisfied.

There are also differences in the information that is

required from the decision maker, and in the way the

information is used in the various methods. The

presentation will focus on the prerequisites and the

limitations of the methods.

Experiments with int~ractive methods will be

examined; the decision Qaker will be taken as the starting

point. The performance of methods based on algorithms

with known convergence properties depends on the ability

of the decision maker to provide accurate information.

Heuristic methods with poorly documented convergence

properties may do as well in the finding of satisfactory

solutions, if the information required is easier to provide.

In light of the discussion of methods and experiments

a few goals are listed, by which the methods may be

judged. The goals should also provide pointers for the

development of new methods.

4. 2 ARGU~1.ENTS IN FAVOUR OF INTERACTIVE I1ETHODS

The arguments in favour of interactive methods, that will

be presented here, apply mainly to the methods discussed

in the next section.

What a decision maker considers a satisfactory

solution depends on his expectations and his knowledge

of alternative solutions and their consequences. Inter

active methods enable the decision maker to learn what

he may achieve, while simultaneously he has to make up

his mind about what he wants to achieve (Wallenius et a 1..,

1976) 0

Interactive methods require ordinal preference

information only. The information required concerns
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feasible solutions only, and the decision maker's

efforts are almost instantaneously rewarded in terms

of improved solutions.

Some interactive methods are very liberal as

regards the conditions, that a utility function has to

satisfy. Thus the decision maker's preferences do not

have to fit a particular functional form, and consequently

preferential independence and utility independence are

not required.

4.3 THE BEST-KNOWN METHODS

Two well-known methods seem to be those of Geoffrion

(1970) and Benayoun et ale (1970). An elaboration of

Geoffrion's method by Dyer (1972) and the method of

Zionts and Wallenius (1976) will also be discussed in

some detail.

Geoffrion made the observation that gradient

methods for non-linear optimization do not really

require the gradient, but merely the direction of the

gradient, to be determined (Geoffrion, 1970)1. Since

the gradient direction can easily be derived from the

marginal rates of substitution, he suggested that

virtually any gradient method could be rendered interactive.

The relation between the marginal rates of substitution

and the gradient direction is given in the following

formula

d =AVu(f)

1 Already at the beginning of this century Frisch (1926, p. 7)
pointed out that the steepest ascent direction "direction
maximum" can be estimated with the help of marginal rates of
substitution "deplacements de choix zero".
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where the gradient direction is denoted d and is a row

vector as well as Vu(£), which is the gradient of u

with respect to the criterion vector £0 If A is equal

to the inverse of du/8£1' then the relation holdso

Criterion 1 has been chosen arbitrarily as a reference

criterion .. The same role could have been played by any

other criterion ..

The search algorithm used in an implementation by

Geoffrion, Dyer and Feinberg (1972) was taken from Frank

and Wolfe (1956). Subsequent mention of Geoffrion's

method below refers to the interactive use of that

algorithm. Note that 30yd (197~) independently surygested

a methodology for decision making in very muc:l the same

spirito

Geoffrion's method: The problem to be solved is of type

(P), i .. e ..

max u[f(x)]
XEX

(P)

According to the Frank and Wolfe algorithm, a

starting solution ftE F has to be determined first,

where F = f(X) and t = 0 .. Two steps then have to be

iteratively solved, and the procedure will terminate

according to some appropriate stop criterion. The two

steps are

Step 1 Solve

max Vu(ft)f(x)
XEX

-t
Denote the solution f

Step 2 Solve
-t t

max u [8f + ( 1- 8) f J,
0<8<1

(4-2)

(4-3)

Set t = t + 1 and denote the solution ft+1 o Go to step 1

(if a stop is not initiated) .
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In interactive optimization the decision maker has

to provide the utility information needed to carry out

the calculations in the two steps. Consider step 1.

Determining it from (4-2) is actually equivalent to
-t

determining f from:

max d t £ (x)
XEX

To estimate d t at a solution f accordins

to formula (4-1) the followinS type of ~uestions

can be asked.

(4-4 )

What change in £2 would exactly offset a decrease

of one unit in f
1

?

Choosing the first criterion as a reference

criterion makes k - 1 questions of this type necessaryo

Another possibility is to ask the decision maker to

draw k - 1 graphs representing partial indifference

curves. Yet another possibility is to ask k - 1

questions of the following type, to estimate the

direction of steepest ascent directly (Geoffrion et al~

1972) .

What is the ideal proportional increase of £2

as £1 is increased?

Suppose the decision maker wants £2 (sales) and £1

(profit) to increase according to the ratio 5/1. Then

d 1 = 1 since £1 is the reference criterion and d 2 = 5.

Now consider step 2. An estimate of £t+l can be

obtained by computing v = 8f t
+ (l-e)£t for some discrete

values of s, and asking the decision maker which vector v

he prefers.
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Step 2 can also be solved by plotting the trade

off possibilities as in Figure 4:1 asking the decision

maker to indicate the e that maximizes (4-3) ~ If the

unit of measurement is not the same for all

fi' i = 1, 00"' k, then the plot-diagram may be

difficult to comprehend 0

-tf

f

a
Figure 4:1.

e

To ensure that a local maximum of (P) is also a

global maximuffi,u may be a pseudo-concave function of x.

If u of f is pseudoconcave and f of x is linear, then

u(x) is pseudoconcave according to theorem 3:1.

(Geoffrion et al., 1972, suggest a couple of other

appropriate conditions.) If in addition X is a convex

polyhedron then (4-2) is a linear programming problem.

If u is not an increasing function of fi' i 1, ... , k,

then the gradient direction obtained should be checked

with respect to its sign.
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If u, in addition to being pseudo-concave, is also

increasing in all fi' i = 1, e •• , k,then ft+l in step 2

may be replaced by any boundary point dominating ft+1

before returning to step 1 or stoppinge

Dyer's method: Dyer (1973) devised a trade-off routine to

make it easier for the decision maker to provide estimates

of the marginal rates of substitution in step 1 of

Geoffrion's method, provided u is increasingo He

suggested that a decision maker may find it easier to do

a series of ordinal comparisons than establishing

indifference directlyo

The trade-off routine is based on a modified bi

section routine. The aim is to determine the approximate

change 6f i in fi' i = 2, .00, k that would exactly

compensate for an increase ~fl in f 1 & The idea is to ask

the decision maker what he thinks about a certain

decrease ~fi in fio If ~fi makes him better (worse) off,

then ~fi is decreased (increased) according to certain

rules, or the procedure stops. For details see Chapter 6

and Dyer (1972, 1973) ..

The step method: The step method - STEM - developed by

Benayoun et al .. (1970) is an heuristic interactive

procedure. It is said to converge to the "best compromise"

after Hless than k iterations" .. The concept of "best

compromise" is not defined, and no reference is made to

an underlying utility function.

However, it is possible to interpret their method

as appropriate to problems of type (P)pprovided f(x)

is linear and X is a convex polyhedron. In addition it

can be assumed that u is concave and strictly increasing

in fi' i = 1, .00' k, since only efficient points of

f(X) are investigated .. The method starts with the

suggestion that each f i , i = 1, 000' k should be

maximized, i.e. that the following k problems are solved

max fi(x)
XEX

i 1, 000' k
(4-5)
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Denote the solution x
j

, 1, .. 0, k. Calculate

the kxk matrix H {f.Cxj)}, i, j = 1, ... , k. Such
1.

a matrix M may make it easier for the decision maker to

learn about his problem by providing him with upper and

lower bounds to what is feasible.

The main diagonal of M defines a k-vector that is

denoted the "ideal" solution, which is probably not

feasible. A starting solution is generated by projecting

the ideal solution on the efficient boundary of f(X), and

thus also on the boundary of Xo The efficient solution

obtained, say f*, is presented to the decision maker. He

*is asked if any of the f i ' i = 1, .0., k may be relaxed.

Preferably he should state the amount of relaxation 0 If

he states it for f.* then a new projection g* ~s
J

determined, such that f.* > g.* and g.* > f.*, i ~ j.
J J 1. - 1.

However, the rules for the projection are

arbitrary. They imply, for instance, that if a criterion

f., for some j, has been decreased it cannot be increased
J

again. This property means that, as the interactions are

carried out, efficient solutions will be excluded from

further consideration. It thus makes it impossible for

the decision maker to return to a previously abandoned

area, without restarting the procedure.

Zionts and Wallenius~ method: Zionts and Wallenius (1976)

set about developing their method when Wallenius found

that the methods of Geoffrion, Dyer and Benayoun et al~ did

not work satisfactorily in a laboratory setting. Most

subjects found it difficult to assess the marginal rates

of substitution (Wa11enius 1975, p. 67) 0 In many cases the

step method led to lIan undesirable solution" (Wa11enius

1975, p. 66) 0

The approach of Zionts and Wallenius can be seen

as an interesting compromise between those of Geoffrion

and Benayoun et a1. Like Geoffrion they rely on a we1l

known mathematical programming algorithm, the simplex
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method of Danzig (1963) 0 Also as in the step method,

only simple information is needed from the decision

maker ..

Their method has been developed primarily to solve

(P), subject to all relations - including the underlying

utility function - being linear ..

The method investigates extreme points of F f(X).

The first extreme point is generated by using ~an

arbitrary set of weights VI assigned to the criteria, and

solving the corresponding linear optimization problemo

*Each extreme point f to be investigated has to be

judged by the decision maker in relation to each of all

adjacent extreme points in F: is it preferred to, in

different to, or worse than f*. In this way restrictions

on the weights for the underlying linear utility

function are obtained .. In an arbitrary fashion a set of

weights is generated that satisfies the restrictions.

The weights are used in a linear program to generate a

new extreme point g*, to be investigated in relation to

all adjacent extreme points .. Additional restrictions on

the weights for the underlying utility function are

obtained and a new linear program is solved, and so forth.

Apart from making an arbitrary rather than an

intelligent choice of starting solution, their method

has three limitations .. First, the underlying utility

function has to be linear .. Second, as the iterations are

carried out, efficient extreme point solutions are

excluded from further consideration .. Third, the local

information gathered at each iteration is not efficiently

used.

Zionts and Wallenius are aware of the first and

the second limitation and sugges-t a modified algorithm,

which does away with the second limitation but not the

first one.
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In such a case (a concave utility function), the method
finds a solution within some (hopefully small) neighborhood
of an optimum. (If desired, further optimization) which is
not part of the method, may be undertaken to find an
optimum. )

The modification, however, converges more slowly.

"The cost is that the number of questions will be some

what greater and the computational cost may be greater

as well.,"

As regards the third limitation, a good deal of

local information is gathered at ea.ch extreme point

investigated. In spite of this an ad hoc search direction

is determined" Unlike the simplex method of Danzig, "an

increase in utility from one efficient solution

generated by the method to the next is not assured". On

the contrary decreases in the underlying utility function

may occur l . Such a property may cause frustration.,

Consider a decision maker judging all, say ten, adjacent

extreme points of a point f*o According to the method, a

new extreme point g* is generated that is worse than f*.

Then the whole procedure of judging extreme points

adjacent to g* has to be carried out, with no guarantee

of an improvement in the next step either.

Some other methods: Belenson and Kapur (1973) presented

a games-theory approach which in an ad hoc manner,

examined extreme point solutions of f(X), subject to all

relations being linearo Aubin and Naslund (1972) suggested

a method that allows for non-linear criterion functions

and non-linear constraints. Both these methods are

related to goal programming but they allow for the

successive alteration of goal levels., The solution of

step 1 in Geoffrion's method can be considered as the

solution of a global linear approximation of u. Oppenheimer

1 If the linear (implicit) utility function presented in the last
sentence of their paper is used, then the utility decreases
between the first and the second iteration.
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(1978) suggests that approximations other than linear

ones may be used. He only discusses the case where

criteria and activities coincide. Thus he suggests that

step 1 of Geoffrion's method may be replaced by the

following step ..

Step If

max Vex)
XEX

where a
i

and wi are parameters ..

To estimate all parameters, trade-off information

from two consecutive iterations are used, and thus

vexl xt , x t - I ). Oppenheimer claims that step If is a

better approximation of the original problem than step 1

in Geoffrion's method. Hence his method would converge

faster. Walker's (1978) method requires yes and no answers

and should converge in case of a linear utility function.

4 .. 4 TESTS OF INTERACTIVE ~IETHODS

Most experiments involve Geoffrion's method or some

modification of ito The convergence properties of the

Frank and Wolfe algorithm are well documented (Wolfe,

1970, Hogan, 1971, and Dyer, 1974) .. The performance of

this algorithm thus depends on how accurate information

the decision maker may provide. A few experiments will

be examined in this respect .. Of particular interest is

Wallenius (1975b) comparative evaluation of some interactive

methods .. Experience of both MAO methods and interactive

methods are reported by Wehrung et alq, (1976) 0

A pilot study has been described in Geoffrion et al.

(1972) .. Geoffrion's method was applied to the problem of

running an academic department, and the results were

encouraging .. It was found that "decision makers can

provide the required information without significant

difficulty".
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In a laboratory test, on the other hand Wallenius

(1975b) reported difficulties in obtaining estimates of

marginal rates of substitution. One explanation may be

that the decision makers in the pilot study were better

acquainted with the concept of marginal rates of

substitution.

Wallenius, Wallenius and Vartia (1976, 1978) have

applied Geoffrion's method to a macroeconomic problem.

The criteria were:

"The percentage change in gross domestic product"

"Unen1ployment"

"The rate of inflation"

"The balance of trade"

Apart from some criticism of the realism of the

model, Wallenius et alo report that decision makers seemed

satisfied with the method, except for the demand for

marginal rates of substitution. In an application of this

kind such a reaction should be expected. Who, after all

would want to stand for a statement as the following:

An increase in unemployment of 0,5 per cent is the

price I accept if inflation is reduced by 6 per cent

as a'consequence.

Oppenheimer (1978) applied his method to a

curriculum planning problem, and found that the decision

maker could provide the information required although

he was "previously unfamiliar with decision analysis

and management science".

According to a test by Feinberg (1972), Dyer's

trade-off routine seems to be a better method than

directly asking for point estimates of marginal rates

of substitution.

The step method has been applied to a real life

problem - "Managen1ent of Executive Manpower". The model

had 570 variables, 300 constraints and 4 objective

functions. The objectives were: "total recruitment costs,
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costs incurred by the 'slack' between program

allocations and forecast staff requirements, total

'satisfaction" of executives, total efficiency of the

executives". However, nothing is mentioned about the

actual performance of the model (Benayoun et al~ 1970).

Wallenius (1975) reported an attempt to implement

an early version of the method of Zionts and Wallenius ..

The model was designed as a decision aid in the financial

planning of a steel company. There were 248 variables

and 143 constraints. The four objective functions were:

"To maximize cummulative cash flow at the end of

the horizon .. "

"To minimize long-term loans taken during the

horizon.,"

"To maximize net worth at the end of the horizon."

"To minimize short-term loans."

(Wallenius, 1975, p. 136)

Although the model was described as crude, its

performance was reported favourably. The solutions

generated were approved by the managers. Questions were

thought not to be too numerous. But one criticism was

eX!:Jressed:

... managers insisted on having a chance to change their
mind about a previous response during the solution process~

and felt that sometimes earlier responses might too much
constrain the outcome of subsequent iterations.
(Wallenius, 1975, p. 144)

Three methods - Geoffrion's method, the step

method and an unstructured method - were compared in a

laboratory test by Wallenius (1975) .. The results were

not encouraging for any of the methods. In fact, the

subjects - students and managers - found the unstructured

method competitive according to most criteria: confidence

in the best solution, ease of use, ease of understanding,

usefulness of information provided by the method,
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rapidity of convergence, CPU time. Wallenius suggests

that:

A logical direction for future research would be to attempt
to better adjust the methods to match the characteristics
and capabilities of a human decision maker and vice versac
(Wallenius, 1975, p. 78)

There does not seem to have been any comparative

evaluation between ~AU-models and interactive methods~ But

the following experience from Stanford University may be

illuminating~ Hopkins, Larreche and Massy (1977) carried

out an experiment to determine a MAD model of

the utility function for each of several decision

makers, regarding different university structures. There

were eight criteriao They tried two different methods

on a small group of people. One method relied on in

difference relations and was suggested by Fishburn

(1967) as the double trade-off method 0 The method

failed because the subjects could not grasp the questions

asked. The second method was LINMAP, an ordinal

regression procedure developed by Srinivasan and

Shocker (1973), Originally 360 data points were to

be ranked by each subjecte Only 270 were used in the

test. But ~or spme subjects even such a high number was

not enough to yield a completely determined utility

modele

Wehrung, Hopkins and Massy (1976) unsatisfied with

these results, applied a modified version of Geoffrion's

method to the problem of evaluating different university

structures. Their implementation allowed for long range

financial constraints to be taken into account. One

interesting feature was that in individual iterations

a subset of criteria only was considered. It turned out

that the levels of the disregarded criteria did not

influence the estimates of the marginal rates of

substitution for the criteria consideredo
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4~5 GOALS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEW INTERACTIVE

METHODS

Existing interactive methods have been the subject of

criticismo According to Wallenius (1975, p. 78) it is

difficult for a decision maker to provide the estimates

of marginal rates of substitution that are needed in

Geoffrion's method, Geoffrion et al. (1972) criticized

the step method as being ad hoc. Other ad hoc methods

are the exterior branching method and Belenson

Kapur's method. The method of Zionts and Wallenius

essentially requires the underlying utility function

to be linear.

All methods seem to suffer from drawbacks of one

kind or another. There are many properties which seem to

provide relevant yardstick by which to evaluate inter

active methodso Such properties have been discussed in

considerable detail by Naslund (1973) and Wallenius

(1975, p. 51) 0 Some properties will be listed below in

terms of goals to aim at when developing new methods.

Convergence is a property that has attracted the

attention of all creators of interactive methods.

Some methods rely on search algorithms, which have been

analytically shown to converge in the case of linear

or non-linear objective Dunctionso However, note

that some search algorithms which have not been

analytically shown to converge, nevertheless seem in

light of empirical evidence to have good convergence

properties. On the other hand, there are some algorithms

which have been analytically shown to converge,

but nay still do a poor job. They may fail, or they

may be very slow.

The first goal can now be formulated:

The method should have good convergence properties.
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By good convergence properties is meant that

the method should converge rapidly with respect to

efforts made by the decision maker (Naslund, 1973) e The

following indicators of the speed of convergence can be

mentioned: the number of iterations, the number of function

evaluations, the nurr~er of pairwise comparisons or the

number of point estimates, that have to be made until a

solution with a predetermined accuracy is obtainede

Processing time can also be regarded as an indicator: the

longer the lapse of time between the man-machine inter

active stages, the more inclined the decision maker will

probably be to terminate. The way in which the method

converges is probably also important, it is reasonable to

assume that a high initial speed of convergence is valuab·le

(Geoffrion et aly 1972). In real-life applications,

mathematical models are not that accurate 0 Thus it may

often payoff to interrupt a search procedure, even if

further improvements may be obtained in terms of the

model.

Human beings can be expected to express their

preferences with some lack of precision (Dyer, 1974) &

The following goal has therefore been formulated:

The method should be insensitive to error in

estimates provided by the decision maker.

A decision maker 8 s responses may be influenced by

what he thinks is feasible, and not merely by his

preferences. He may also have preferences for certain

numbers (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). Such behaviour may

induce a systematic error component. The use of a

difference approximation scheme to estimate a gradient

direction may cause error. Differences cannot be made

too small, mainly because of man 8 s limited ability to

discriminate between infinitesimal magnitudes.

As was mentioned earlier in this chapter,

Wallenius and Dyer found that it is not easy for decision

makers to estimate marginal rates of substitution.
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Naslund (1973) found that it is difficult to obtain

numerical estimates of goals, rrobabilities and re

strictions from decision makers. The third goal is

therefore that:

The demand for numerical estimates from the

decision maker should be limited.

In many applications of interactive methods it

can be assumed that resources are scarce. Thus it can

be expected that an optimal solution to (P) is a

boundary point. If, as is usually assumed, the utility

function is increasing in all variables an optimal

solution will be an efficient solution. The fourth

goal is therefore that:

Only efficient solutions should be presented to

the decision maker.

An interactive process can be regarded as a learning

process. The decision maker will find out what is

feasible and what is not, and he has to make up his mind

about what he is aiming at (Wallenius, Wallenius & Vartia,

1976). As the procedure is carried on he may wish to

return to an area on the efficient boundary that has

previously been abandoned. Thus goal number five is:

As iterations are carried out the method shall not

exclude efficient solutions from the possibility

of being considered later.

Neither the step method nor the method of Zionts'

and Wallenius' satisfy this goal.

It is important that the decision maker finds the

questions relevant (Naslund, 1973). He is more likely

to feel motivated if he can grasp how his responses are

being used to generate new solutions. Goal number six is:

Questions must be regarded as relevant by the

decision maker.
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Many other aspects which have not been discussed

here are also important: costs of implementation,

requirement of computer memory, or 9rocessing costso
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5 THE BOUNDARY POINT
RANKING METHOD

5.0 INTRODUCTION

The multi-criteria problem has been defined as

max u [f (x)] ,
XEX

{P}

where u is a utility function that is not explicitly

known. The k-vector f represents the criteria and the

n-vector the activities. The constraint set is denoted X

and is assumed to be compact and convex. In this chapter

a new method for solving the multi-criteria problem,

the Boundary Point Ranking (BPR) method will be

presented.

The BPR method has been developed to optimize

problems of type {P} under quite liberal conditions,

particularly as regards the properties of the utility

function.

The BPR method has some interesting properties. It

does not require the decision maker to provide any kind

of point estimates: no function values, no marginal rates

of substitution. Resources are assumed to be scarce in

most real life decisions. Thus an optimal solution is

assumed to be on the boundary of the set F = f(X). To

carry out the necessary iterations the decision maker

merely has to rank order criterion vectors on the

boundary of F o It is of particular interest to note that
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the method seems to have good convergence properties,

even when preference estimates are subject to stochastic

error.

In Chapter 4 some methods were discussed, which

are based on the determination of the direction of the

gradient. But it may be difficult to get the necessary

point estimates. The method of Zionts and Wallenius

(1976) has the advantage of only requiring answers to

yes and no questions, but it does not necessarily

converge to an optimal solution for a concave and in

creasing utility function. The development of the BPR

method is partly based on the conviction that it must

be possible to use qualitative information more efficiently

than in the method of Zionts and Wallenius. Further, the

method does not restrict the search as the iterations

proceed.

The BPR method performs well, at least as far as

can be judged by the simulation experiments presented

in Chapter 6. The method is based on a well-known and

apparently reliable non-linear unconstrained optimization

method, namely the simplex method of NeIder and Mead

(1965). Their method has not been analytically shown

to converge to an optimal solution of an unconstrained

problem, although there is empirical evidence of its

good convergence properties for a wide variety of non

linear objective functions (Box, 1966; Himmelblau, 1972,

Chapter 4; Nelder & Mead, 1965; Parkinson & Hutchinson,

1972a). Apart from the fact that the convergence

properties of the BPR method have not been proven

either, the method has another disadvantage: it generates

boundary points which, under unfavourable circumstances,

are not necessarily efficient.

If some stop criterion other than the one

originally suggested is used in Nelder and Mead's

methodpthen the iterations may be carried out by using

qualitative information about the objective function
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only. But NeIder and Mead's method is an unconstrained

search method. Thus the research effort has been geared

mainly to modifying the method for handling constraints,

while maintaining the property that only qualitative

information is needed 0

Neider and Mead's simplex method is presented in

section 5.1, and this particular choice of method is

motivated. In section 502 the BPR method is developed.

Problems of implementation are discussed in section 5.5.

Sol. THE SIMPLEX METHOD OF NELDER AND MEAD

The simplex method of Nelder and Mead (NM) is a

sequential technique. Sequential techniques are based

on the modification of a geometrical configuration of

points in n-space, It is assumed that the configuration

moves towards the optimum of a scalar valued objective

function ¢(n) defined, on the whole n-spaceo The smallest

configuration spanning n-space is a simplex 0 A simplex

is defined by n + 1 points, not all lying in the same

hyperplane.

5.101 Problem Solving Using Simplex Methods

Consider the problem

max ¢(x)
xER2

(5-1)

where ¢ is the objective function and x is defined on

2-space. The problem solving procedure can be dewonstrated

geometrically.
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Figure 5:1.

Consider simplices in 2-space as in Figure 5.1.

Let the initial simplex be defined by the points 1, 2

and 3. According to the isoquants indicated, point 1 is

the worst point, i.e. it is associated with the lowest

objective function value. Now determine the mid point

between point 2 and 3. Point 4 is then obtained by

reflecting point 1 in the mid point. A new second

simplex is obtained as a result, consisting of the

points 2, 3 and 4.

Now the current simplex is defined by the points

2, 3 and 4. Repeat the above procedure and reflect point

2 in the mid point between point 3 and 4 and a new

current simplex is defined by the points 3, 4 and 5. By

modifying the simplex in this manner the maximum point

x* will be approached.

Spendley, Hext, and Himsworth (1962) suggested a

simplex method based on the above idea. Their method

provides rules about what to do when a reflexion does not

result in an improvement and about when the process

should stop. The simplex method presented below however,

is the N~l method
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5.1.2 The NeIder and Mead (NM) Method

The NM method will be described within the framework of

maximization and not minimization as originally done.

Thus, consider the following problem.

(5-2)

To start with, an initial simplex is defined by

n + 1 points in n-space not all lying in the same

hyperplane.

As the initial simplex is modifed, new simplices

are generated. Any current simplex is defined by a

finite set

s o 1 n{x,x , ... ,x} (5-3)

i nof n + 1 points x E R, where i = 0, 1, ... , n.

New simplices are generated according to certain

rules, and by employing four operations: reflexion~

expansion~ contraction and shrinkage.

The following notations will be convenient when

defining the operations.

iLet wand b indicate points XES, which minimizes

respectively maximizes the function yi = ¢(x i ). Define

1 n .
x = - L Xl

n i=O
ii=w

The point x is the centre of gravity of the points

in S when X
W has been eliminated.

The vector ~ - X
W defines a search direction in R

n .

By using reflexion, expansion and contraction three

points x*, x** and x*** may be generated
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* - wx x + a(x - x ),

where a > 0 and typically a 1

where y > 1 and typically y 2

x *** x - B (~ - xw) ,

reflexion

expansion

contraction

where 0 < S < 1 and typically S = l.
These three operations are illustrated in

Figure 5:2.

Figure 5:2.

Sometimes the rules may indicate that none of the

three operations - reflexion, expansion or contraction 

shall be used to modify the current simplex, in which

case the procedure stops or the shrinkage operation is

performed. The shrinkage operation is in fact a series

of n + 1 operations, implying a redefinition of the

current simplex. The old xi and x b are replaced by new

points x
j where
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shrinkage

where i, j = 0, 1, . ee, n and, for the redefined simplex,

new points X
W and x

b are computed, The shrinkage operation

is illustrated in Figure 5:3, where the smaller triangel

is the new simplex.

b
x

Figure 5:3.

The rules according to which simplices are modified

are presented in the flow-chart in Figure 5:4.
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CsT.4fr)

Define an initial

simplex S'"' {xQx 1,.•., x l1 }

Replace XW by x*

y

N

j
Replace XW by x~

w ***
y >Y?-j

Replacet by x *** Replace al/ xiE S

J by (Xi 'jb)/2

y

Y If! *
---;lo y ~ y ?

N

N

N . "*
~y'> y,ifw?

Replace X W by x**

~'--I
L..- Maximum of y?

Figure 5:4.

The stop criterion originally suggested is based

on cardinal function values. If it is replaced by an

appropriate criterion then only partially ordered function

values are needed to carry out the iteration scheme 0

One appropriate stop criterion would be to stop

when the norm I lxb
- xWI I is below a predetermined

number ..

501 .. 3 Advantages and Disadvantages of the NM Method

NeIder and 1'1ead (1965) compared their method with

Powell's method which is based on the idea of generating

conjugate directions (Powell, 1964) 0 They tested the
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methods on three functions l , with respect to their ability

to find an optimal solution with a predetermined accuracy

in relation to the required number of function evaluationse

The number of variables ranged between two and four. In

the initial stage the NM method approached the optimum of

each function more rapidly than Powell's method. For two

functions this advantage increased up to the final stage,

when Pow~ll's method caught up.

Box (1966) tested several search algorithms using

the same performance criterion as NeIder and Mead. He

found that Powell's method often did better than the NM

method which in turn was better than another sequential

method. But the NM method did not fail, as Powell's

method sometimes did. Box found some support for NeIder

and Mead's statement that the NM method would be less

competitive for high dimensional problems. But he also

pointed out that the results were not really comparable,

because different computers, compilers, wordlength and

pseudo-random number generators had been used.

1 The functions were:

Rosenbrocks parabolic valley (Rosenbrock, 1960)

222
y = lOO(x2-xl » + (I-xl)

starting point (-1.2, 1),

Powell's quartic function (Powell, 1962)

224 4y = (x
l

+lOx
2

) + 5(x3-x
4

) + (x2-2x3) + 10(xl -x4)

starting point (3, -1, 0, 1), and

Fletcher and Powell's helical ,valley (Fletcher and Powell, 1963)

[
2 /:2:2 2 2

y = 100 x3-108(x1 ,x2)] + lV(x
l

+x
2

) - 1] + x
3

1

= arctan (x2/xl ), Xl > 0
where 2n8(x

l
,x

2
)

= K + arctan (x2/xl ), Xl < 0

starting point (-1, 0, 0).
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Rudemo and Stenviken (1970) compared the NM

method with Davidon's method (Fletcher and Powell, 1963)

and Powell's methods (1964 and 1965). They found the NM

method reliable when the number of variables was low.

Rudemo et alo (1970) and O'Neill (1971) present FORTRAN

programs of the NM method.

Himmelblau (1972) has tested many non-linear

optimization methods among them the NM method, which he

characterizes as livery effective" (Himmelblau, 1972,

p. 342) 0 He also suggests a modification of the NM method

that allows for linear constraints.

Parkinson and Hutchinson (1972a) made an investigation

of non-gradient algorithms. Their results do not confirm

the assumption that the NM method becomes increasingly

inferior as the dimensionality of the objective function

is increased.

Further, Parkinson and Hutchinson (1972b) qoute some

work at Leeds showing the NM method "as the most reliable

of currently favoured methods in presence of noise, as

well as being reasonably efficient in any event".

5.2 DEVELOPMENT OF THE BPR METHOD

As a rule, constrained search methods require point

estimates: function values, first and second order partial

derivatives. Unconstrained search methods can be modified

to handel constraints by standard methods such as penalty

and barrier methods. But it seems to be difficult to use

such methods while also maintaining the ability of the

NM method to do without point estimates. Also Himmelblau's

modification of the NM method requires point estimates of

the objective function.

Most decision situations are such that some resource

at least is scarce. Thus an optimal solution must be on

the boundary of the set F of feasible solutions which, it

is assumed, contains interior points. The denotation BPR
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method can be seen as representing several ways of

using simplex like methods for searching the boundary

of a solution sete

The following presentation is in two stages. First,

the basic ideas of the BPR method will be discussed in a

general framework of non-linear optimization. Second, a

well specified method is presented for solving (P), subject

to all relations being linear except the not explicitly

known utility function.

5.2.1 The BPR Method in the General Non-Linear Optimization

Case

Consider the problem (P), i.eo

max u [f (x)] ,
XEX

where the notation is as in section S.D.

(P)

Assume that the set X may be represented by a vector

inequality hex) ~ 0, where h is m-dimensional. By

introducing a new k-vector v, the problem (P) may be

replaced by the problem:

max u(v)
v

Sete (5-4)

v - f(x) < 0

hex) < 0

A theorem will be stated that gives sufficient

conditions under which an optimal solutionl (v* ,x*) to

(5-4) may be identified, and which also is optimal in

(P) •

1 The notation (v,x) represents a column vector with k + m components.
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Assume that all functions in (5-4) and (P) are

differentiable. Let W denote the set of feasible solutions

to (504), and assume that W contains interior points. The

following definition from Zangwill (1969, po 36) will be

used in the theorem.

Definition: A vector (d,p) is a feasible direction at (v,x),

if there is a scalar y, such that [(v,x) + a(d,p)]EW for all

Ci, 0 < a 2 y, where a is a scalar.

Theorern1 5:1: Assume that u(v) is pseudoconcave and

increasing in each Vi' i = 1, ... , k, and that the constraints

are quasiconvex. Then the point (V*,X*)EW is optimal in

both (5-4) and (P), if and only if Vu(v*)d < 0 for all

feasible directions (d,p) at (v* ,x*).

Proof: The set W is convex, since the constraints are

quasiconvex. Assume that (v,x) is any point in W, such

that V i= v*.

Then it follows from the convexity of W that

* *(d,p) = l8(v,x) + (l-e)(v ,x )]EW,

where 0 < e < 1.

Assume that

Then for sufficiently small a > 0

uev*+ad) > u(v*)

contradicting (v*,x*) being optimal. However, if

then following from the pseudoconcavity of u

u(v) 2 u(v'*) •

1
Part of theorem 5:1 is similar to theorem 2:15 in Zangwill, who,
however, uses the Kuhn-Tucker conditions.
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Thus a point (v*,x*) is optimal in (5-4) if the as

sumptions in the theorem are satisfied.

It remains to show that (v*,x*) also is an optimal

solution to (P).

If v.* < f.(x*) for some x* E X and some i,
1 1

i = 1, . '., k, then it would be possible to increase u and

still remain in W. Thus v* = f(x*) Q.E.D.

The idea now is to generate points on the boundary

of F = f(X), which is assumed to contain interior points.:

Let Co denote an initial configuration of k linearly

independent points on the boundary of F.

1Suppose x maximizes A in the following optimization
1problem

max A

s.t.

a + Ad - f(x) < 0

hex) < 0

(5-5)

The k-vectors a and d may be determined by the

decision maker. The vector a should be a good solution, the

vector d > 0 may be an estimate of the gradient direction

of u at a. If a is infeasible (5.5) must not necessarily

have a solution. Now assume (5-5) has a solution
1 1

f f(x) on the boundary of F, and as boundary solution
1

f may also be denoted Blo By appropriately modifying a

and solving k-l additional problems of type (5-5), it is

possible to generate k linearly independent boundary

points B. = fi = f(x i ), where i = 1, ... , k, which
1

constitute CO'

Note that the k points of Co define a hyperplane,

1 It can be difficult to solve (5-5). It is not within the scope of
this book to discuss possible methods of solution in the general
case of non-linear restrictions.
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which may be denoted HO. Figure 5:5a illustrates an

initial configuration in the two-criteria case.

a

* *f
f

Ht *B H
t

f
1 f 1

b c

Figure 5:50

By generating new points on the boundary of F

and correspondingly eliminating old ones, the current

configuration Ct~ where t is the nUITlber of iterations

performed, will always consist of k boundary points.

The modification of a current configuration C
t

is carried out by performing simplex like operations.

This is made on the basis of information provided by the

decision maker.

Let the index w indicate one vector in C
t

that is

not preferred to any other vector in Ct. Compute the

centre of gravity f of the points C - {B } and
t w

determine f*, f**, and f*** according to the rules of

simplex operations in section 5.1.2, except that the

symbol x is replaced everywhere by f. However, simplex

operations are linear operations, which means that

points generated by such operations will remain in the

hyperplane H
t

, defined by the current simplex as

illustrated in Figure 5:5b. Thus the simplex operations

will be complemented by a routine, which mans points
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obtained by simplex operations on the boundary of F.

Let f be any point obtained by a simplex operation.

However, the decision maker is presented with the boundary

point B = f(x), where x is the maximizer of the following
1problem

max A

f + Ab - f(x) < 0

hex) < 0

(5-6)

where b > 0 is a preset vector or the normal vector of

the current hyperplane H . Let the symbols B., B*,
L ** *** t . :l;-B ,and B represent the correspondlng lmages of
i * ** *** .f , f , f, and f respectlvely. The procedure is

illustrated in Figure 5:5co

It is clear that (5-6) need not necessarily have a

solution. Thus certain measures have to be taken in order

to continue the procedure 0 Four possibilities will be

mentioned here. First~ the reflexion and expansion

parameters may be reduced, as shown in Figure 5:6a. Second~

b in (5-6) may be replaced by a vector

b f - c (5-7)

where c is an interior point of F, as in Figure 5:6b.

Third~ the non-existence of B may initiate contraction.

Fourth~ the procedure stops.

1 The footnote to problem (5-5) is applicable also to problem
(5-6) .
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Figure 5:6.

A description of the BPR method appears in the

flow-chart in Figure 5:7~ The role played by the decision

maker is to provide all the necessary ranking informationo

In the flow-chart the index b indicates one vector in C
t

which no other vector in C
t

is preferred to by the

decision makero The index n indicates one vector in

C
t

- {B
w

} that is not preferred to any other vector

in C t - {B
w

}·

The stopping rule referred to may be based on the

norm I IB
b

- Bwl 10 Another possibility is to stop when the

decision maker wants to stop.
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5.2.2 The BPR Method in the Case of Linear Relations

In this section it will be assumed that only the not

explicitly known utility function u is non-linear and

that all other relations are linear. The problem under

consideration may be formulated

max u [f (x)]

where f(x) Ax (5-8)
s.t. XE X {xlBx 2 c, x ~ O}

where f is a k-vector and A is a kxn matrix and B an mxn

matrix, c is a vector constant. Note that F f(X) in the

linear case is a convex set (Hadley, 1961, p. 228).

The idea, as in the general casepis to make simplex

like operations on the boundary of F~

The initial configuration Co of boundary points

BI , . "", Bk is obtained by solving k linear optimization

problems of the following type

max A

s. t. a + Ad Ax, x E X
(5-9)

Problem (5-9) is the linear analogue of (5-5), which

means that a and d have to be determined by the decision

makter to obtain BIB Then a may be systematically changed,

when BI , . .. , Bk are generated. In Chapter 6 such a

systematic procedure is described.

The suggested procedure for generating the first

point B
1

requires the same information as Geoffrion's

method, if d in (5-9) is an estimate of the gradient

direction. The BPR method then moves in the gradient

direction l from a. Geoffrion's method does not.

lA crude estimate of d not relying on point estimates may be obtained
by defining a simplex in k-space, and asking the decision maker to
indicate the worst of the points making up the simplex. The estimate
of d would then be the search direction of the NM method.
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This procedure for generating a configuration of

starting points should also be compared with the method

of Zionts and Wallenius~ These authors suggest an

arbitrary procedure for generating a starting point.

The modification of a current configuration C
t

is

carried out in the same way as in the general case,

although the linear equivalent to (5-6) has to be solved,

i.e ..

max A

Sot. f + Ab Ax, x E X
(5-10)

In Geoffrionts method, a good search direction is

determined by means of estimating the gradient direction.

The direction f - B ,where f is defined as in the Dreviousw -
section, can be regarded as an estimate of the projection in Ht
of the gradient direction. Such a crude estimate, however,

would probably be better than an arbitrary direction as

suggested by Zionts and Wallenius, although both methods

rely on pairwise comparisons. An optimal solution of

(5-8) need not necessarily be an extreme point

solution, since u is non-linear. Geoffrion's method and

the BPR method do not restrict the search to extreme

points as the method of Zionts and Walleniuso

The relevant stop criteria in the linear case are

the same as those discussed in the general case.

5.3 CONCLUDING RE~illRKS

In real life, decision situations may be complicated .. To

cope with complexity the decision maker usually examines

a few well specified alternatives, with all parameters

fixed. Then he chooses the best one or evaluates one or

a few more alternatives. The idea of using the BPR method

in an interactive manner is very much the same. The main

difference is that new alternatives are generated more

systematically and more rapidly.
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The problems of implementing the BPR method are

very much the same as those associated with man-machine

interaction in general. The following comments on man

machine interaction are based mainly on Palme (1975).

When implementing an interactive method the

following aspects should be noticed.

People forget.

People conMit errors.

Basic data are often based on judgments.

People forget; it is therefore important to provide

a detailed introduction to any interactive program:

What is the purpose of the program? What does the program

do? What conMands are available and how are they to be

used?

Advanced programs are often supplied with a HELP

cornn1and that can always be typed when input is called for.

An explanation is then printed.

People commit errors; interactive programs should

therefore be supplied with various facilities for

checking inconsistencies and errors. It would be a pity

if a comma typed instead of a decimal point were to spoil

the execution of a program.

An important purpose of the BPR method is to make

it easier for the decision maker to judge criteria

configurations in a systematic manner. But not only

criteria are subject to judgment. Often practically all

the basic data making up a model may have been judged.

The decision maker may therefore wish to use different

sets of data files. He may wish to produce new data

files, make changes in old files or save output data.

All this may be achieved by simple means, without the

decision maker having to learn an editing language.
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6 A COMPARATIVE SIMULATION
STUDY OF INTERACTIVE
MULTI-CRITERIA METHODS

6.0 INTRODUCTION

A simulation study was undertaken to compare the BPR

method with variants of Geoffrion's (1970) method. Several

options including Dyer's (1973) trade-off routine were

implementedG The methods tested are based on well-known

algorithms for non-linear optimization, which can be

expected to converge to an optimal solution under

appropriate conditions. However, when a decision maker

is interactively involved in the optimization proces~

inaccuracies in his responses can be expected to impair

the performance of the algorithms. In this study the

decision maker's responses were simulated and inaccuracies

were introduced in a controlled manner.

The main issue was to compare the methods with

respect to their sensitivity to error in preference

judgments. For all three test problems the BPR method

did better in this respect than any variant of Geoffrion's

method. However, in the case of no such error, Geoffrion's

method was more efficient in the initial stage of search.

But for a problem involving four criteria the BPR method

rapidly caught up.

In section 6.1 choice and utility models are discussed

and a model of a decision maker is developed/that allows for

intransitivity of indifference and preference. Various

performance criteria for interactive methods are
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discussed in section 6.2 and a new criterion based on

pairwise comparisons is suggested. The test problems

are presented in section 6.3. In section 6.4 the

simulation model is presented. In sections 6.5 and 6.6

the results and conclusions of the study are set forth.

6.1 A MODEL OF A DECISION MAKER

An important characteristic of this simulation study is

that it attempts to impose realistic behaviour on the

simulated decision maker. A cornerstone of decision

theory has long been the validity of the transitivity

assumption, i.e.

f t g & g t h ==}f t h (6-1)

where f,g, and h may be criterion vectors. The symbol t

denotes a preference-indifference relation which means

"is better than or indifferent to".

There is empirical evidence, however, of decision

makers committing intransitivities (Davidson & Marshak,

1959; Chipman, 1971; Tversky, 1969; Montgomery, 1977) 0

In light of such facts, models have been developed that

allow for intransitivities. (See Luce, Bush & Galanter,

1965, and Chipman, Hurwicz, Richter & Sonnenschein, 1971.)

The model of a decision maker which will be

used in the simulation experiment must be capable of

simulating the same preference-indifference operations

as a real decision maker has to do to pursue an inter

active process with any of the methods.

6.1.1 Preference-Indifference (PI) Operations

The three interactive multi-criteria methods all require

the decision maker to express his preferences in one

way or another.
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Let F be the set of feasible solutions and let

f, g,and h be solutions in F.

It is assumed that for any two solutions f and g

the decision maker can establish exactly one of the

following relations:

f 2-- g, f g, or g 2-- f,

ieee f is preferred to g, f is indifferent to g, or

g is preferred to f.

The BPR method requires the decision maker to

decide for any f and g whether or not the following

relation holds

f 2- g (6-2)

Dyer's trade-off routine requires him to establish

exactly one of the following relations for any
f and g:

f 2- g, f g, or g 2- f ( 6-3)

Geoffrion's method requires the decision maker

to determine ~fi for i = 2, ... , k in such way that

f (6-4)

where g (~ f i) = (f 1 - ~ f l' ... , f i + ~ f i' .. 0 ) and ~ f 1

is predetermined.

Further, Geoffrion's method requires the decision

maker to solve the following problem where a is a scalar.

max u[g(a)],
a,EI

(6-5)
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where g(a) = af + (l-a)h~ and I is the unit intervale

In one option (6-5) has been replaced by the following

problem:

max u [g(a)] ,
aES

where S is a finite subset of the unit intervalD

( 6-6)

An examination of (6-2) and (6-3) reveals that

(6-3) is more compound than (6-2) G The amount of effort

involved in establishing preference or indifference

according to (6-2) and (6-3) will be considered equivalent ..

Then the BPR method will at least not be favourede

Problem (6-6) can be solved by a sequence of pairwise

comparisons .. Thus for any two solutions f and g a

simulated decision maker must be able to decide, which

of the relations in (6-3) that holds, he must be able

to determine 6£. in (6-4), i = 2, k, and an
l

a which is optimal in (6-5) ..

60102 An Algebraic Choice and utility Model

A decision maker cannot be expected to be infinitesimally

sensitive .. It n1ight well be that he finds that f '" g and

g h, but f 1- hI, ioe .. that f is not indifferent to h ..

To explain such inconsistencies the concept of a just

noticable difference (jnd) may be used .. By this is meant

that a decision maker cannot discriminate when utility

differences are small .. To account for this Luce

introduces the concept of a semiorder 2 . According to Luce

-1-
Let R be any relation, then the complementary relation is denoted t ..

2 A semiorder according to Luce (1956) is defined by two
relations 2- (preference) and "" (indifference) and for any elements
f, g, h~ v E F~ where F is a set .. And the relations must
satisfy the following axioms:

1 Exactly one of the following conditions hold
f ~ g, g ~ f, f '" g

2 f '" f

3 f ~ g , g -- h, h ~ v imp 1y £ 2- v

4 f 2- g, g ~ h, g '" v imply not both £ ""' v and h '" v.
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and Suppes (1965, po 280) nno substantial investigation

of semiorders for infinite sets has been made" 0

Intransitivity of indifference has attracted the

attention of others too. (See Fishburn, 1970bo) According

to Fishburn contributions have been made by Fishburn

(197Gb) 1 Hurwicz and Richter (1971), and Chipman (1971).

The algebraic models of Fishburn and Hurwicz and

Richter merely imply the existence of u~per semicontinuous

scalar functions, and will not be further consideredo

In Chipman's model the existence of a real-valued

utility function on a compact set is assumed. But

Chipman requires

f '" g ===} u(f) u(g) ( 6-7)

A utility model defined on a compact set F is

usually such that for any f, g E F:

f ?- g

f '" g

u(f) > u(g)

# u(f) = u(g)

(6-8)

To account for the possibility that a decision

maker may find that f '" g for some f and g such that

u(f) :f. u(g)p the relation '" will be related to the

simulated decisions maker's utility function in the

following way ..



f 2- g

f '" g

g 2- f
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{:} u(f) - u(g) > n

{:} lu(f) - u(g)! < n

{:} u(f) - u(g) <-n

(6-9)

where n is the jnd. Note that u is a cardinal utility

model 0 It is easy to show that t is a semiorder al though
1defined on a compact set .

I Consider the simplified set of axioms for a semiorder as suggested
by Scott and Suppes and described by Luce and Suppes U965, p. 280).

A semiorder t on a finite set F is a binary relation that
satisfies the following three axioms for all f, g, h E F:

I f ';:f f

2 if f 2- g & h 2- v then ei ther f 2- v or h 2- g

3 if f 2- g & g 2- h then ei ther f 2- v or v 2- h

Axiom I holds trivially. To show that axiom 2 holds consider two
cases and apply (6-9)

Case I: u(f) - u(h) > 0

[u(f) - u(v)] = [u(f) - u(h)] + [u(h) - u(v)] > s + n, S > 0

Case II: u(f) - u(h) < 0

['u (h) - u (g)] = [u (h) .- u (f )] + [u ( f ) - u (g) ] > S + n, S > 0

i.e. h 2- g.

Again, to show that axiom 3 holds consider two cases and apply
(6-9)

Case I: u(v) - u(g) < 0

[u(f) - u(v)] = [u(f) - u(g)] + [u(g) - u(v)]> n + S, S > 0

Case II: u(v) - u(g) > 0

[u(v) - u(h)] = [u(v) - u(g)] + [u(g) - u(h)]> n + s, S > 0

i.e. v 2- h.
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Thus (6-9) establishes the relation between the

simulated decision maker's utility function and the

outcome of pairwise comparisons 0

In the next section a random error will be

introduced.

6.103 A Stochastic Choice and utility Model

Now let the utility model be

D (f) u (f) + w ( f)
(6-10)

where w is a scalar denoting the residual. Let v(f)

denote an outcome of D(f). Then the preference

indifference choices of the decision maker are governed

by the following rules, which are analogous to those

given in the preceding section.

f ~ g

f g

g ~ f

{9 v(f) - v(g) > n

{9 Iv(f) - v(g)1 .2 n

{9 v(f) - v(g) < -n

(6-11)

In the simulations the stochastic utility model

was

U (f) u(f) + w(f+s) (6-12)

where s is a random vector with each component normally
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and independently distributed, and with mean zero and

standard deviation 0i~ i = 1, k. Thus w is not

necessarily normally distributed with mean zeroo

6$2 CRITERIA BY WHICH TO COMPARE METHODS

One criterion for comparing methods is speed of convergence.

This can be defined in a number of ways: CPU time, number

of iterations or number of function evaluationspneeded to

obtain solutions with predetermined accuracYe The

definition of speed of convergence that will be used here

is somewhat different. It will be a vector valued criterion

8 = (8 1 , 8 2) where the component 8 1 is the number of

preference-indifference relations that have to be

established as in (6-2) and (6-3) and the component 8 2 is

the number of point estimates made according to (6-4) and

(6-5). The BPR method and Dyer's method basically rely

on preference orderings only. Geoffrion's method,

however, also uses point estirnateso This will complicate

comparison between the methodso

The three methods will also be compared with

respect to their ability to pursue search that is subject

to stocha~tic ~rror. Such error will be introduced by

disturbing an underlying quadratic utility function? thus

influencing the outcome of preference-indifference

operations according to the stochastic model described in

the previous section.
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6.3 PROBLEMS TO BE INVESTIGATED

Multi-criteria problems involving no more than two or

three criteria can be solved easily. The sets of

efficient solutions can then be presented in diagrams

and the decision maker simply has to pick the most

preferred solution. The three problems that will be

investigated are all of higher dimensions.

Problem 1 is based on the following vector maximal

problem formulated by Steuer (1976).

max tf l -4xl-2x2+x3+2x4-4xS-3x6+2x7

max {f
2 -3x2-4x3+4x4+SxS-2x6+x7

max {f
3 Sx l +Sx 2 -2x 4 +3x

S
+Sx

7

max {f
4 3x

l
-3x 2+Sx 3

+2x
S

+2x
6
-4x

7
}

< 100

+7x
6

+9x
7

< 100

< 100

(6-13)

+4x
7

< 100

< 100

9x
3

2x l +8x
2

+Sx
3

x1+2x2+2x3+6x4+SxS+8x6+Sx7 < 100

Problem (6-13) is not likely to have a unique

solution in the ordinary sense of optimization. A vector

maximal problem has several objective functions. Let the

coefficients of the objective functions define a kxn

matrix A; let the restrictions define an mxn matrix B

and let the right hand side of the restrictions define

an m-vector c. The solution set E of a vector maximal

problem is then the set of points with the property that

there is no x E {x]Bx < c, x > O} such that
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Ax > Axe

for any x e
E E, i.e. the solution set of a vector maximal

problem is the set of efficient solutions.

However, the general problem solved here is of the

following type:

max u -O.5f'Qf+p'f

where f = Ax

s . t . Bx < c, x > 0

where Q is a diagonal kxk matrix and p a vector.

(6-14)

Problem 1: The first problem is obtained from 6.13 by

defining the diagonal elements of Q as

1.0 4.0 6.0 8.0

and the elements of p as

40. 400.0 924.0 664.0

Problem 2 and 3: Again, consider the multi-objective

problem according to formula (6-14).

To simplify the assumptions, let

and

p.
1

f .
1.

20

x.
1

i

i

1, .• 0, k

1, ... , k

(6-15 )

(6-16)

and the diagonal elements of the kxk matrix Q are all

unity, where k = 5 for problem 2 and k = 7 for problem

3.
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The constraints are

9ox l +3.7x 2+ .4x3+6.0x4+4.3xS+6.7x6+lo2x7 < 100

S.3xl+7.lx2+8.x3+0.9x4+200xS+8.3x6+3o1x7 < 100

1.4xl+403x2+0ox3+9.Sx4+2o9xS+9.7x6+4.6x7 < 100

loSxl+9ox2+1.7x3+300x4+0o2xS+2.3x6+4.3x7 < 100

(6-17)
lo9xl+.9x2+107x3+2.3x4+7.8xS+6.9x6+3.2x7 < 100

S.5xl+S.4x2+8.0x3+l.0x4+S.SxS+9.0x6+409x7 < 100

So2xl+306x2+4.9x3+8o0x4+6o4xS+0.3x6+9.4x7 < 100

604 THE SIMULATION MODEL

Analysis or simulation may be used to study the influence

of error in utility judgments on the performance of

interactive methodso Certain interactive methods are

based on the estimation of gradient directions. Hogan

(1971) and Dyer (1974) have made analyses which are of

relevance for such methods. Dyer's analysis, which is an

extension of Hogan's, starts from a rather restrictive

assumption. The search process is assumed to continue

even when no new solutions are generated in one or

several iterations. No other results of relevance

to this study have been found in the literature. That

a simulation experiment was preferred to mathematical

analysis also depended on the fact that the convergence

properties of the BPR method have not been analytically

documented.

The simulation model can be seen as consisting of

a few submodels. To obtain the same starting point for

all methods, a first submodel generating an efficient

point was designed. Since the BPR method requires a

cluster of starting points, it was generated using a

supplementary routine. The other submodels correspond

to simulation of decision making using different inLeractive
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methods.

6.4.1 A Model for Generating Efficient Points

To help the decision maker the following matrix can be

generated (Benayoun et ale 1970) 0

M {m .. }
~J

i, j (6-18)

Now consider a problem of type (6-14) where

is the value of criterion f. for the solution that
J

maximizes fie Thus the diagonal element IDii is the

optimal value of f
i

when the other criteria are

disregarded.

m ••
~J

In the simulation study the matrix (6-18) will

be computed to help in generating an initial solution 

unless one is provided as input 0 The automatically

generated starting solution for all three simulation

models will be the solution to the following linear

program.

max a

Ax (6-19)

Bx < c, x > 0

where a is a scalar and fm is a k-vector with the components

f~ = mi n {m .. }, where i, j 1 ,
J . ~J

k-vect6r with the components s.
~

..• , k,

= ID -ii

and s is a

f~, iI,
~

k.

If an initial solution, say g, is given, then fID

is replaced by g in (6-19). In either case the starting

solution obtained is denoted fa.

6.4.2 Simulation with the BPR Method

The BPR method is based on a simplicial technique and
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thus operates by redefining a configuration of several

points. The starting point fa = fl generated according

to the procedure described in section 6.4.1 has to be

augmented with k-l more points. The additional points

were obtained as solutions to the following linear

programs.

max a

s . t .

f
a i

+ q + as Ax, i 1, ... , k-l
(6-20)

Bx -< c, C > 0,

where a is a scalar and qi is a k-vector with all comoonents

zero except the i:th, which is

iq.
1

OS.
1

(6-21)

The factor 0 may be determined interactively by

the decision maker to affect the size of the initial

configuration of solution points.

It was anticipated that for problems 1-3 k

independent boundary points would be generated. Otherwise

some other procedure would have been used.

Now k independent points in k-space define a

hyperplane H and a simplex in H. If new points are

generated according to simplex operations~theywill remain,
in H. Let f be such a new point. It is then mapped

on the boundary point f\which is a solution to the

following linear program.

max a

Sot.,
f + av Ax (6- 22)

Bx < c, x > 0,
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where a is a scalar and v is a predetermined vector.

If there is no solution to (6-22), then a new hyperplane

will be defined by the solutions to the following k

linear programs ..

max a

+ av Ax (6-23)

Ex < c, x > 0,

where i = 1, ... , k and a > 0 is a scalar.

The rules for redefining simplices as presented in

Chapter 5 are those that will be used.

In case of stochastic disturbances, the results

of pairwise comparisons are not based on the utility

values of the points fi, i = 1, ".. , k, generated

according to the above description. Instead the results
A i

are based on randomly generated outcomes f , where

each component f~ is the outcome of a normal variate
. J

with mean f7 and standard deviation
J

1, ... , k (6-24)

and f is preferred to g if and only if u(f) - u(g) > n.

The iterative procedure stops either after a

predetermined number of iterations or when the

"perceived" utility difference between the best and worst

solution of the current simplex is below a preset number"

Simulation with the BPR method is further explained by

a flow-chart in Appendix 3.

6.4.3 Simulation with Geoffrion's Method

The following steps can be distinguished when using

Geoffrion's method to solve problems 1 - 3.
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Step 0 Determine a starting solution fOe Set t 0.

Step 1 Solve the linear program

Sot. f = Ax, Bx ~ c, x > °
Denote the solution ft

Step 2 Solve the step-size problem

max u[8'f
t

+ (1-8)f
t

]
8 E [0,1]

Set t = t + 1 and denote the solution ft+l. Go to

step 1 if a stop is not initiated.

The starting solution fa is generated in the way

described in section 6.4.1.

In step 1 the gradient direction d
t is

approximated in the following way. The first criterion

is chosen as the reference criterion. Thus d~ = 1. The
t t t tcomponent d i is determined as ~fl/~fi where 6f i is the

increase in f~ that offsets a decrease 6f~ in

f~~i=2, •..• k, in terms of the simulated decision

maker~ preferences.

Consider a normal distribution with mean ~f.
~

and standard deviation ai' i = 2, k. The normal

distribution is truncated to allow for positive values

only. In case of stochastic error ~f. is replaced by
A 1

an outcome 6f. of the truncated distribution.
~

The magnitude of 6f
t and 0. for i = 2, k
1 1

are indirectly and interactively determined by the

assignment of values to 0 and s respectively:
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1, 0 •• ' k

(6-25)

(6-24)

In step 2 the step-size problem has to be solvede

Two possibilities were mentioned in Chapter 48 One

possibility is to compute the utility values for a

small number I of points equidistantly spaced on the

line segment between ft and ft o In this study it is

possible to determine the number of discrete points

interactively. Disturbance of utility values is achieved

by replacing u(fj) by u(fj) where each component f~
. l

is the outcome of a normal variate with mean f~ and
1

standard deviation 0
i

according to formula (6-24)/ where

i = 1, 00.' k and j = 1, 00.' I.

In conformity with section 6.1 it is assumed that

the fi E I that maximizes u(£i) is determined by successive

pairwise comparisons and by pursuing search only as
Ai+l Ai

long as u(f ) - u(f ) > n i = 1, 0 •• ' I-I where n is

a preset scalar.

The other possible way of solving the step-size

problem is by showing the decision maker diagrams of

the kind illustrated in Chapter 4. This possibility

has been simulated in the following way.

In case of no stochastic disturbance, ft+l is

determined analytically. But in case of stochastic

d
. b t + 1 /. t + 1
lstur ances f is replaced by f , which is

generated in the random way described above but

subject to the condition that

(6-26)

where A is some scalars If the equivalence relation
/. t+ 1

(6-26) is satisfied for A > 1 «0) then f is replaced
by f t + 1 (f t + 1) 0
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The iterative procedure stops after a preset

number of iterations or when there is no "perceived"

utility increase between two consecutive iterations. A

flow-chart with corr~ents can be found in Appendix 3.

6.404 Simulation Using Dyer's Trade-Off Routine

Dyer (1972) applied Geoffrion's method in an experiment

using the trade-off routine discussed in Chapter 40

Further, the step-size problem was solved by spacing a

few points equidistantly on the relevant line segment and

picking out the best, as discussed in section 604.30

Subsequently the method used in Dyer (1972) will be

referred to as Dyer's methodo

To determine the direction of the gradient d t at ft

using Dyer's trade-off routine the following steps can be

distinguishedo

1. Let i = 2

20 Select ~ f t
1

30 Let h 0, and select ~£~
1-

4. Let g (ft + ~ft .0 G' f~ - ~ f ~ , ... )
1 1 ' 1- 1

50 If f , let L1f ~ + 1 h
h h 1 and to 4.g 26 f i' = + go

1

If f let eh h and to 7 02- g, =~f i' go

If f 2- g, go to 90

6. If f 2- g, go to 7 0

If g 2- f , go to 80

7 •

8.

If g '" f , go to 90

Let ~f~+1 = ~ f~ - eh /2.
1 1

Let eh + 1
= 8 h /2, h = h + 1 • Go to 6.

Let 6 f~+ 1 = ~ f~ + eh /2. Let 8 h + 1
= 8

h /2,
1 1

h = h + 1. Go to 60

9. Let d t
.
1

go to 30

i + 1 and

otherwise terminate the procedure 0
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This procedure has been implemented here. In
t t

step 2 6 f
1 was selected 6£1 081 and in step 3

6f~ = 08 i , i = 2, 000, ko To simulate preference

and indifference the rules of (6-9) were applied.

In case of stochastic disturbances 6f~ was
A h l

replaced by the outcome 6f
i

of a stochastic normal

variate, with mean 6f~ and standard deviation a., (see
l l

section 6. 4 .3) i = 2, . 0 0' k h = 0, 1, . r:I1he normal

distributions however, were truncated only to allow for

positive values of ~f~o
l

The procedure stops after a predetermined number

of iterations or when there is no "perceived" utility

increase between two consecutive iterations.

6.5 RESULTS OF THE SIMULATION STUDY

The BPR method was developed with a view to providing

the decision maker with an interactive multi-criteria

method that is robust even in the presence of stochastic

disturbances. The simulation study supports the

hypothesis that the BPR method is better than Geoffrion's

and Dyer's methods in such cases.

Problem 1 was the main problem investigated. To

derive a reference solution f*, an optimization was

performed using the Frank and Wolfe method. The reference

solution to problem 1 is u(f*) = 84715.60.

The results of applying the three methods to

problem 1 are presented in Tables /6.1.1 - 6.1011 and

Figure 6:10 Search was interrupted after 25 iterations

or earlier if no progress had been registered

between two iterations. As the number of iterations is
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not a good measure of the effort on behalf of a decision

maker the number of pairwise com~arisons ~wc is

presented and so is the vector s = (sl ,s2). Consider

the possibility of solving the step-size problem in

Geoffrion 8 s method by means of a diagram. Such an

estimate is considered equivalent to a point

estimate. To facilitate comparison between the methods

Figure 6:1 displays the relation between utility and

pairwise comparisons for different methods and

parameter values~ In Figure 6:1 and in subsequent

figures utils stands for the value of the utility

function, pwc means pairwise comparisons, and the

encircled numbers refer to the corresponding tables.

In figures 6:1 and 6:2 utils are in thousands.

In case of problem 1 the utility of the starting

solution was u(fO) = 74347.20

Now consider Table 6.101 which presents the results

of applying the BPR method. The size of the initial

simplex is determined by the parameter 0 which was set

to 0.1. The search was performed subject to no stochastic

disturbances, i.eo s O. and the just noticeable

difference n = 10- 5 . The final utility level obtained

after 25 iterations or 96 pairwise comparisons was

slightly better than the final value obtained with any

of the other methods 0

Table 6.1.2 shows that Geoffrion's method can

compete favourably with the BPR method, when 0 0.01,

c = O. ! n = 10- 5 and p 00 By P = 0 is meant that step 2

in Geoffrionsws method is solved analytically. Particularly

in the initial stage of search Geoffrion's method seems

superior. This result is not very surprising considering

the manner in which a simplex moves towards an optimal

solutiono
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Table 6010loProblem 1 solved by Table 6.l.2.Prob1em 1 solved by
the BPR method Geoffrion's method

Iteration pwc sl s2 utility Iteration pwc sl s2 utility
no no no no utils no no no no uti1s

1 8 8 77190.50 1 1 1 81225.49

2 11 11 77190050 2 8 8 82702.73

3 14 1LJr 77190.50 3 12 12 83601.73

4 17 17 77333048 4 16 16 84258.53

5 22 22 77333.48 5 20 20 84330.82

6 27 27 77333.48 6 24 24 84353.92

7 30 30 80575.94 7 28 28 84395.34

8 33 33 80575094 8 32 32 84440.11

9 36 36 80575094 9 36 36 84472071

10 39 39 83471084 10 40 40 84494.02

15 58 58 84321.45 15 60 60 84550.59

20 75 75 84594.26 20 80 80 84592.32

25 96 96 84639.87 25 100 100 84513.08

Parameter values Parameter values

0 = 0.1, S = o. -5
0 = 0001, S = 00 10-5 , 0, n = 10 , n = P

Table 60l.3.Prob1em 1 solved by Table 6.1040Prob1em 1 solved by
Geoffrion's method Dyer's method

Iteration pwc sl s2 utility Iteration pwc sl s2 utility
no no no no utl1s no no no no utils

1 9 6 3 81164.78 1 24 24 81164.78

18 12 6 82900.74 2 44 44 82900.74

3 27 18 9 83855.67 3 64 64 83855.67

4 36 24 12 84145.29 4 81 81 84145.29

5 45 30 15 84233.39 5 97 97 84145.29

6 54 36 18 84237.16

7 63 42 21 84412.49

8 72 48 24 84412649

Parameter values Parameter values

0 = 0001, S = o. -5 7 o = 0.01, L; = 000 10-5
7, n = 10 , p , n , p
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Table 6.1.5.Prob1em 1 solved by
Geoffrion's method

Table 6.1.6.Prob1em 1 solved by
Geoffrion's method

Iteration
no

pV1C sl
no no

s2 utility
no uti1s

Iteration pWC

no no
51 s2 utility
no no uti1s

1

2

3

4

5

6

4

8

12

16

20

24

4 81225.49

8 82702.73

12 83601.73

16 84258.53

20 84260.94

24 84260.94

1

2

3

9

18

27

6 3

12 6

18 9

81164.78

82900.74

82900.74

Parameter values

<5 = 0.1, S = 0., n o
Parameter values

<5 =0. 1, (; = 0., n 7

Table 6.1.7.Prob1em 1 solved by Table 6.1.8.Prob1em 1 solved by
Dyer's method the BPR method

Iteration pWC sl s2 utility Iteration pWC sl s2 utility
no no no no uti1s no no no no utils

1 44 44 81164.78 1 8 8 77127.68

2 82 82 82900.74 2 11 11 77127.68

3 123 123 83855.67 3 14 14 76814.57

4 163 163 84145.29 4 22 22 78363.69

5 196 196 84145.29 5 27 27 78363.69

6 30 30 78754.69

7 38 38 78363.69

8 41 41 81135.28

9 44 44 81135.28

10 52 52 81135.28

15 74 74 82786.07

20 100 100 84235.20

21 103 103 84235.20

Parameter values Parameter values

<5 = 0.1, S = 0., n 10-5 , p 7 <5 = 0.1, (; = 0.01, n 10-5
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Table 60109 0Problem 1 solved by Table 6.1.10.Problem 1 solved by
Geoffrion's method Geoffrion's method

Iteration pwc 8
1 s2 utility Iteration pwc sl s2 utility

no no no no uti1s no no no no utils

1 4 4 81225.48 1 9 6 3 80705.07

2 8 8 81225.48 2 18 12 6 80705.07

Parameter values Parameter values

o = 0.1, ~ = 0001, n o o = 0.1, ~ = 0.01, n 7

Table 6.1011 0Prob1em 1 solved by
DyerVs method

Iteration pwc sl
no no no

s2 utility
no uti1s

1 654 654 81394.53

Parameter values

o = 00 1, r; = 0001, n = 10-5 , p 7
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There does not seem to be any documented

implementation of Geoffrion's method, such that the

step-size problem is solved with the aid of a diagramo

Typically a small number p of equidistantly spaced

criterion vectors are presented, and the most preferred

one is regarded as a solution in step 2. Such a procedure

can be expected to decrease the precision of the suggested

method. This is 'confirmed in Table 60103, where p = 0

is replaced by p = 70

Table 6.1.4 presents the results of using Dyer's
-5method when 0 = 0.01, S = 00 , n = 10 and p = 7.

To study the- extent to vJhich the magni tude of 0

affects the results without error Geoffrion's method

was tested using the following set of parameters
-5o = 0.1, S = 0., n = 10 , p = 0 and p = 7" The resul ts

are presented in Tables 6.105 and 6.106. Dyer's method

was also tested for an increased 0, ioe. with the

following parameter values 0 = 0.1, S = 00 , n = 10- 5

and p = 7. The results are presented in Table 6.1.7.

For such relatively high values of the parameter

o the precision of the estimates of the gradient direction

can be expected to decrease since u is non-linear 0

It is of particular interest to this study to

investigate how the methods perform when subject to

stochastic disturbances. Some exploratory runs were made

for s = 0.01, however the Frank and Wolfe type methods

all failed if 0 = 0.01.

Each method was tested with respect to its

ability to pursue search when 0 = 001, s 0001 and

n = 10- 5 . The only method that seemed to perform

satisfactorily was the BPR method as can be seen in

Table 6.1.8. The other methods either stopped after a

few iterations, or failed as is shown in Tables 6.109 

6.1.11. Note however that 0 affect the size of initial

simplex only.
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Except in the case of Dyer's method it seems that

in the initial stage a gradient method may be advantageous

even in the presence of error. This, however, need not

necessarily be true in cases where the decision maker

has good insight into his problem and where he may

suggest a good initial solution himself.

Tables 6.2.1 - 6.2.10 and Figure 6.2 show the

results of testing the three methods on problem 1, but

from a more intelligently chosen starting point

with the utility level u(fO) = 81248.91. As can be

seen in Tables 602.1 - 6.204 the same parameter values

were used as in Tables 6.1.1 - 601.4. The BPR method shows

the highest utility level obtained. Again Geoffrion's

method with p = 0 proved superior in the initial

stage. The other variants, however, were inferior

throughout the search. The relatively poor result

of Dyer's method can be noted.
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Table 6.2.1. Problem 1 solved by
the BPR method
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Table 6.2.2. Problem 1 solved by
Geoffrion's method

Iteration pwc 51 s2 utility
no no no no uti1s

Iteration pWC sl
no no no

s2 utility
no utils

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

15

20

25

8 8

11 11

14 14

17 17

22 22

27 27

30 30

33 33

36 36

39 39

58 58

75 75

96 96

83077.77

83487.46

83487.46

83487.46

84245.53

84245.53

84245.53

84543.00

84543.00

84611.93

84672.13

84719.63

84724.84

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

15

20

25

4

8

12

16

20

24

28

32

36

40

60

80

100

4 82853.61

8 83637.75

12 84230.96

16 84310057

20 84337 . 31

24 84382.11

28 S4430. 29

32 84465.13

36 84487.65

48 84497.69

60 84560.30

80 84590.65

100 84616.88

Parameter values

o = 0.1, S = o. , n

Parameter values

o =0.01, S = O. , n
-5

10 ,P o

Table 6.2.3. Problem 1 solved by
Geoffrion's method

Table 602040 Problem 1 solved by
Dyer's method

Iteration PWC sl 8 2no no no no
utility
uti15

Iteration pwc
no no

utility
uti1s

1

2

3

4

5

9

18

27

36

45

6 3

12 6

18 9

27 12

30 15

82803.77

83754.11

84099.79

84.83.90

84220.18

1

2

3

4

5

32 32

62 62

95 95

126 126

154 154

81164.78

82900.74

83855.67

84145.29

84145.29

6

7

54

63

36 18 84365.05

42 21 84385.05

Parameter values

o = 0.01, S = o.. ,n -5
10 ,p 7

Parameter values

o = 0.01, S = O.. ,n -5
10 ,P 7
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Table 6.2.50 Problem 1 solved by Table 6.2.6. Problem 1 solved by
the BPR method Geoffrion's method

Iteration pwc sl s2 utility Iteration pwc sl s2 utility
no no no no utils no no no no utils

1 8 8 83077.77 1 4 4 81242.91

2 11 11 83487.46

3 14 14 83487.46

4 22 22 83487.46

5 25 25 84245.53

6 30 30 842/+5.53

7 38 38 84245.53

8 43 43 84245.53

9 48 48 84245.53

10 58 58 84245.53

15 80 80 84682.98

20 115 115 84717.72

24 134 134 84727.45

Parameter values Parameter values

0 ::::: 0.1, l: ::::: 0.001, n 10-5 0 ::::: 0.01, l: ::::: 0.001, n 10-5 , p 0

Table 6.2.7. Problem 1 solved by Table 6.2.8. Problem 1 solved by
Geoffrion's method Dyer's method

Iteration pwc sl s2 utility Iteration pwc sl s2 utility
no no no no uti1s no no no no uti1s

1 9 6 3 82739.57 failed

2 18 12 6 82739.57

Parameter values Parameter values

0 = J 001 l: ::::: 0.001, n 10-5 , p 7 <5 = 0.01, t;, = 0.001, n 10-5 , p 7
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Table 6.2.9. Problem 1 solved by Table 6.2.l0.Problem 1 solved by
Dyer's method Dyer's method

Iteration pwc sl s2 utility Iteration pwc sl s2 utility
no no no no utils no no no no utils

1 20 20 82803.77 failed

2 37 37 83754.11

3 57 57 84099.79

4 74 74 84099.79

Parameter values Parameter values

0 = 0.01, S = O. , n 10-4
P 7 0 = 0.01, S = 0.001, n 10-4 , p 7,
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To reduce_the impact of error depending on the non

linearity of u, tests subject to stochastic error were

performed with 0 = 0.01 for the gradient methods and

accordingly the random factor was reduced to s = 0.001.

As is shown in Table 6.2.5 the BPR method performed

satisfactorily but none of the other methods did.

It was thought that the relatively bad performance

of Dyer's method could be due to the particular choice

of n = 10-5 . To test for this influence, one more

experiment was performed with the same parameter values

as in the experiment shown in Tables 6.2.4 and 6.2.8 but

for n = 10- 4 . No improvement was obtained, as can be seen

from Tables 6.2.9 and 6.2.10. The latter tables are not

represented in Figure 6:2.

To investigate the influence of the number of

criteria two additional problems were investigated.

Since Geoffrion's method up to now has proved better than

Dyer's, it was chosen as the sole competitor of the

BPR method. Further, only the variant with discrete

optimization of step 2 was tested, since it is the

only variant that has been considered worth implementing.

Problem 2 involves five criteria. A reference
*solution u(f) 342.9215 was obtained using the Frank

and Wolfe method.
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Table 6.3.1. Problem 2 solved by Table 6.3.2. Problem 2 solved by
the BPR method Geoffrion's method

Iteration pwc sl s2 utility Iteration pwc sl 8
2

utility
no no no no uti1s no no no no uti1s

1 11 11 331.1699 1 10 6 4 337.8936

2 15 15 331.1699 2 20 12 8 339.7458

3 21 21 331.1699 3 30 18 12 340.1698

4 25 25 331.1699 4 40 24 16 340.3965

5 29 29 33603415 5 50 30 20 341.3814

6 33 33 336.3415 6 60 36 24 341.3814

7 37 37 341.1626

8 41 41 341.1626

9 45 45 341.1626

10 49 49 341.1626

15 79 79 341.1626

20 103 103 341.1626

25 131 131 342.5990

Parameter values Parameter values

0 == 001, c,: = 00 'I n 10-5
0 == 0001, l,: == o. , n 10-5 , p 7
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Table 6.3.3. Problem 2 solved by Table 6.3.4. Problem 2 solved by
the BPR method Geoffrion's method

Iteration pwc sl s2 utility Iteration pwc sl s2 utility
no no no no uti1s no no no no utils

1 11 11 331.1699 1 10 6 4 332.0895

2 15 15 331.0759 2 20 12 8 334.0552

3 21 21 331.0759 3 30 18 12 334.0552

4 25 25 331.0759

5 38 38 331.1699

6 42 42 337.9895

7 46 46 338.3634

8 50 50 340.7706

9 61 61 340.7706

10 65 65 340.7706

15 100 100 342.0361

20 137 137 342.0361

25 179 179 342.0804

Parameter values Parameter values

0 = 0.1, S = 0.001, n 10-5
<5 = 0.01, S = 0.001, n 10-5 , p 7
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The same parameters were chosen as in Tables

6.2.1, 6.2.3, 6.2.5 and 6.2.7. The starting point f O

was automatically generated with u(fO) = 324.9766

The results are presented in Tables 6.3.1 - 6.3.4

and in Figure 6:3. Again the BPR method did better

except in the initial stage of search. This result

held true both with and without stochastic error.

Problem 3 was the last problem to be tested. The

reference solution u(f*) = 358.9909 was obtained in the

same way as in the other two problems. The utility level

of the starting point fO is u(fO) = 331.0334. The results

shown in Tables 6.4.1 - 6.4.4 and Figure 6:4 are based

on the same methods and parameter choices as used in

problem 20

Again the BPR method did better in the final

stage, both with and without stochastic error. Note,

however, that the necessary number of pairwise

comparisons is relatively large for the BPR method.

One explanation is that the problem may be only slightly

non-linear, and with such a structure a gradient method

can be expected to converge rapidly. The BPR method in this

version does not gain any advantage from such a

condition.
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Table 6.4.1. Problem 3 solved by Table 6.4.2. Problem 3 solved by
the BPR method Geoffrion's method

Iteration pwc sl s2 utility Iteration pwc sl s2 utility
no no no no uti1s no no no no uti1s

1 19 19 335.4560 1 12 6 6 349.8094

2 25 25 335.4560 2 24 12 12 357.0337

3 31 31 343.7858 3 36 18 18 357.0337

4 39 39 343.7858

5 45 45 344.1357

6 51 51 344.1357

7 57 57 344.1357

8 62 62 349.7529

9 68 68 349.7529

10 73 73 352.3260

15 105 105 352.3260

20 144 144 355.7323

25 190 190 356.6607

Parameter values Parameter values

cS = 0.1, S = o. , n 10-5
cS = 0.01, S = o. , n 10-5 , p 7
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Table 6.4.3. Problem 3 solved by Table 6.4.4. Problem 3 solved by
the BPR method Geoffrion's method

Iteration pwc sl s2 utility Iteration pwc sl s2 utility
no no no no uti1s no no no no utils

1 19 19 335.4560 1 12 6 6 349.4173

2 25 25 335.4560 2 24 12 12 350.9140

3 31 31 343.7858 3 36 18 18 352.7478

4 50 50 343.7858 4 48 24 24 352.7478

5 56 56 343.7858

6 62 62 343.7858

7 79 79 348.4844

8 85 85 348.4844

9 91 91 348.4844

10 108 108 348.4844

15 158 158 355.2499

20 218 218 355.1725

25 278 278 355.1725

Parameter values Parameter values

o = 0.1, S = 0.001, n 10-5
8 = 0.01, S = 0.001, n -5

710 , p
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6.6 CONCLUSIONS

The main advantage of the BPR method seems to be its

robustness in the presence of stochastic error. A

drawback is its low initial speed of convergence. This

fact should cause no major problem if the decision

maker is well aquainted with his problem and may be in

a position to provide a good starting solution himself.

There are possible ways to speed up the BPR method. In

the spirit of Parkinson and Hutchinson (1972) 1 it is

possible to introduce new operations which allow for

longer steps than usually permitted by expansion. Another

possibility would be to use a gradient method such as

Geoffrion's in the initial stage, and then switch to the

BPR method.

In view of the advantage of choosing the parameter

p = 0 to p = 7 for Geoffrion's algorithm, a modified

one-dimensional optimization in step 2 may be suggested.

A possible way of solving the step-size problem is by

successive trisection, and thus avoiding the need for a

diagram. Examples of methods of trisection relying on

ranking information only are Fibonacchi search or

search by' Golden Section (Box, Davies, and Swann, 1969,

chapter 2) .

The possibility of using different parameter values

at different stages of search has not been investigated.

Considering Geoffrion's and Dyer's methods, it might

be reasonable to decrease the factor 0 as the search

proceeds.
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APPENDIX 1 THE CORRELATION
COEFFICIENT OF SIMULATED
MONOTONIC FUNCTIONS

The design and results of the simulation study will be

describedo The problem will be introduced 0 For the

simulation experiment a FORTRAN program was written. A

flow-chart of the program with comments and a table of

results will be presentedo

The Problem

iOne by one the vectors xED, where i = 1, ... , T, will

be assigned randomly generated function values.

The order in which the vectors are assigned function

values, as indicated by the superfix i, is determined

according to a uniform probability distribution over all

possible orders.

To provide for the vectors to be assigned increasing

function values, an open interval It C R1 is determined.

The interval It is defined as the intersection of the sets

I Dg and IDde Let

N {i I x
i t

i 1, 2, t-l}= > x o eo,
m

and

N {i I xi < x t i 1, 2, ... , t-1}
M - ,
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Now I Dg and I Dd can be defined:

{flf < f , fm m
imin f(x ), i E Nm},

i

where f 1 if N { 0 } , andm m

I Dd {flf > f
M

, f M = m~x
i i E N

M
},f(x ),

1

where f M
=: 0 if N

M {0} • Thus

I I
Dg n IDdot

The vector t
is then assigned the value f(x t ) ,x

which is an outcome of the stochastic variable F(x t
)

uniformly distributed on It and t =: 1, ee 0' To After

all T vectors have been assigned function values the

linear multiple correlation coefficient is computed l .

The experiment was repeated for different sets D with

a varying number of vectors and varying dimensionality.

The composition of the sets D is arrived at in

the following way_ Let the sets of numbers {2, 3, 4},

{2, 3, 4, S} and {2, 3, 4, 5, 6} be denoted A3 , A4 and

AS respectively.

Then

D
n
x A., where i

j=l 1

3, 4, 5 and n 1, 2, 3, 4

where x denotes the Cartesian product. To each combination

of i and n there corresponds a different set D. For each

of the twelve sets D the simulation was repeated 20 times.

1 A computationally convenient formula for the linear multiple
correlation coefficient can be found in Sterling and Pollak (1968).
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Flow-Chart of the Simulation Study
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Comments to the Flow-Chart

10 START.

2. NSIM counts the number of simulations and is

assigned the value 1.

3. NSlMAX is the maximum number of simulations and is

determined interactively by the operator.

4. NINT and NVAR indicates the number of values each

variable can attain and the number of variables,

and are assigned the values 3 and 1 respectively.

5. The indices of the matrix A also denote variable

values. Subroutine PERM permutes the components of

a vector AA initially containing its own index

numbers. The subroutine INDEX establishes a one

one correspondence between the elements of AA and

the indices of A. The subroutine CONE determines

the interval for the uniform distribution by

examining previous random assignments. Further it

assigns random values to the elements of A.

6. A two-dimensional matrix X is defined containing

the same information as A.

7. The multiple correlation coefficient is determined

us ing subroutine ~1ULTC 0

8. An element of the output matrix is computed.

9. NVAR = NVAR + I.

10. Is NVAR less than or equal to 4?

11.

12.

NVAR

NINT

NVAR + 10

NINT + 10

130 Is NINT less than or equal to 5?

140 NSIM = NSIM + 10

15. Is NSIM less than or equal to NSI~ffiX?
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16e Means and standard deviations are computede

17& The output matrix including means and standard

deviations is printedo



Table Al:l. The correlation coefficient of simulated monotonic functions.

Number of variables 1 2 3 4

~umber of vectors 3 4 5 9 16 25 27 64 125 81 256 625

Simulation number 1 0.87 0.80 0.83 0.95 0.90 0.92 0.96 0.93 0.94 0.90 0.91 0.91
2 0.90 0.87 0.91 0.93 0.88 0.91 0.88 0082 0088 0.86 0.85 0.89
3 0094 0.93 0.95 0.84 0093 0.87 0.87 0.95 0095 0089 0.89 0.90
4 0099 0.84 0.73 0.89 0.90 0.88 0.89 0077 0087 0.87 0.83 0.89
5 0092 0.89 0.72 0.81 0089 0.95 0.84 0.68 0.82 0.82 0.81 0.90

6 0.95 0.84 0.91 0.89 0.91 0.89 0089 0088 0091 0087 0.88 0.90
7 0.91 0.96 0.92 0.82 0.82 0.85 0 .. 84 0 .. 88 0.92 0.87 0.87 0.92
8 0.87 0.95 0.94 0.89 0.94 0.95 0.84 0.86 0.88 0.92 0.92 0.91
9 0.99 0.95 0.95 0.97 0.89 0.78 0.80 0.86 0092 0.87 0.91 0091

10 0 .. 88 0.95 0.92 0.90 0.94 0091 0.88 0082 0089 0.87 0087 0090

11 1.00 0095 0076 0.94 0.71 0.81 0.71 0078 0.86 0.89 0.80 0.87
12 0.96 0094 0.87 0.78 0.83 0.81 0.77 0.81 0.89 0086 0~88 0.89
13 0.87 0.81 0.79 0.85 0.83 0.89 0.79 0.88 0.84 0.83 0.87 0.91
14 0.88 0091 0.96 0.80 0.86 0.91 0.81 0.86 0.82 0.83 0.86 0.90
15 0.95 0.95 0.74 0.85 0.90 0.92 0.80 0.80 0.87 0.85 0.85 0.90

16 0.98 0.95 0.93 0.96 0.81 0.58 0.58 0.68 0.83 0069 0.85 0.87
17 0.94 0.96 0.96 0.90 0.82 0.54 0088 0072 0082 0.82 0.81 0.89
18 0.91 0.92 0.81 0.94 0.86 0.76 0078 0.87 0.89 0080 0.83 0.90
19 0094 0.85 0.92 0.74 0.73 0.82 0072 0.83 0.85 0.81 0.89 0.89
20 0.99 1.00 0097 0.95 0.93 0.80 0.86 0.86 0.90 0.83 0.86 0091

!Mean 0.93 0.91 0.88 0.88 0.86 0.84 0.82 0.83 0.88 0.85 0086 0.90
Standard deviation 0.05 0.06 0.08 0007 0.06 0.11 0.08 0007 0.04 0.05 0.03 0 .. 01

I--'
U1
U1
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APPENDIX 2 THE IMPACT OF
DEPENDENCIES IN
THE RESIDUALS ON THE
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT

The design and results of the simulation study will be

described. The problem will be introduced. For the

simulation experiment a FORTRAN program was writteno

A flow-chart of the program with comments and a table

of results will be presented.

The Problem

A decision maker is assumed to have an underlying

utility function. The particular utility function in

this experiment is a concave and separable quadratic

function

(A2-1)

The function u is increasing on the convex hull of the set

D (A2-2)

where AS = {I, 2, 3, 4, S} and x denotes the Cartesian

producto The function u has been normalized to attain

values on the unit interval only.
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A decision maker will be simulated in such a way

that he evaluates elements xi E D, i = 1, "00, N

according to (A2-1) but his evaluations are also

affected by a random error s. Thus each evaluation is

the outcome of a stochastic variable

u u(x) + So (A2-3)

The experiment was performed in two stagese In the

first stage the elements xi, i = 1, " .. , N, were assigned

utility values according to (A2-3) in the order indicated

by the indices. That order was chosen at random according

to a uniform distribution over all possible orders on the

elements of D. The random value of s was generated

according to a truncated normal distribution. The normal
1

distributioD~was N(a,O) and truncation was performed to

obtain all outcomes v of U on the unit interval, denoted

II" When all the elements of D had been assigned values

the linear multiple correlation coefficient was computed.

The second stage was carried out according to two

different approaches. In both approaches it was assumed,

that the decision maker would adhere to the dominance

principle, i.e.

x ~ Y & x # y~D(x) > D(y). (A2-4)

According to the first &pproach x
t

, t = 1, N,

was assigned a utility value v(x
t

) as in stage 1. But

each time a consistency check was made, a new utility

value v(x
t

) was generated as an outcome of a random

variable U(x
t
), when a violation of the dominance

principle (A2-4) was detected. To determine the distri

bution of uex t
) a few computations have to be made.

Let

N
m

t
> x , i = 1, ... , t-l}

1
N(a,O) denotes a normal distribution with mean 0 and standard
deviation o.
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and

{ .; Ixi tN
M

=.L < X i

A permissible interval It of U(x t
) is computed, where

I I
Dg n I Dd ,

t

I Dg {vlv < min i
i E N

m
},vm' v vex ),m

i

where v 1 if N { 0} , andm m

I Dd {vlv >
i i E N

M
},vM' vM = m~x vex ),

1.

(A2-5)

(A2-6)

wherevM = 0 if N
M

= {0}o

Consider a normal distribution N(Ot,lJ
t

)/ such that

0t = C • It'

where c is a constant.

The minimizer and the maximizer of A2-5 and

A2-6 are denoted m and M respectivelyo Then u(xm)

and u(xM) = liMo

The mean ~t is computed as follows

u
m

~t

where a = (v - V )/(u - u ) and 6 = (vvu - uMv )/(u - uM)m M m M . Ltm ill m

The distribution N(o ,~ ) is then truncated to allow
t t

for values on It only, and the truncated distribution is

also the distribution of U(x t
) 0

The second approach was different from the first

with respect to the generation of utility judgments.

Before each generation of v(x t
), and not only when

violations were detected, a new distribution of U(x t
)

was computed as above to conform to the dominance

principle.
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An extramathematical interpretation of the two

approaches is given in the main text.

The following parameter variations were considered

in the simulation experiment.

As regards the initial interval, two possibilities

were considered.

II. The end points of the unit interval were associated

with the vectors (1, 1, 1) and (5, 5, 5)

respectively. Thus N = 5 x 5 x 5 - 2 = 123.

12. The end points of the initial interval were not

associated with any vectors in Do Thus N = 125.

As regards consistency checks, three possibilities

were considered.

RO. No consistency checks are made and It

all judgments.

Rl. Whenever (A2-4) is violated new reference points

are computed.

R2. New reference points are computed before every

judgment.

The exogenous pararnater c was assigned two

different values c = 0.2 and c = 0.5.

It should be noted that not all possible

combinations of parameter combinations were considered.

The six cases studied can be divided into two main groups

according to whether the effect of going from RO to Rl

or the effect of going from RO to R2, is to be studied.

Cases Cl - C4 defined below are concerned with the first

of these effects and cases C5 - C6 with the second effect.

Cl. A simulation of the effect of replacing RO by Rl

subject to c 0.2 and 11.

C2. The same as Cl but c = 0.5.

C30 A simulation on the effect of replacing RO by Rl

subject to c = 0.2 and 12.
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C4. The same as C3 but c = 0.5.

cs. A simulation of the effect of replacing RO by R2

when c = 0.2 and 11.

C6. The same as C5 but c = 0.5.

As regards the magnitude of c, this affected the

correlation coefficient in the case of independently

distributed residuals. When correction for dominance

was made, no significant differences were found.

Of particular interest is the support this

experiment provides for the presumed impact of

dependencies in the residuals on the correlation

coefficient. In all the cases studied the impact of

compensation for dominance was significant. All

significance tests were on the 1 per cent level.

It is interesting to note that whichever of the

two extreme principles of compensating for dominance

were used, much the same result was obtained.
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Flow-Chart of the Simulation Study

N

N

N 12
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Comments to the Flow-Chart

10 Determination of undisturbed utility values for

all items.

20 Have all items been assigned utility values?

30 Computation of the linear multiple correlation

coefficiento

40 Determination of the number of simulations to be

performed, NSlMAX, and the constant c determining

the relative magnitude of the standard deviation.

50 Disturbance of the utility values obtained in 10

6. Have all utility values been disturbed?

7. Computation of the linear multiple correlation

coefficient.

8. Determination of the presumed order in which

utility judgments are assumed to be mane.

9. Determination of random utility values according

to either of the two approaches in the second stageo

10. Have all utility values been checked?

110 Determination of the linear multiple correlation

coefficient.

120 Have NSlMAX simulations been madeo

13. The average of the correlation coefficients

according to 7 and 11.

140 The print-out of correlation coefficients, averages

and standard deviations.



Table A2:1. Results of a simulation study on the influence of compensation for dominance on the linear multiple
correlation coefficient.

Paramater c = 0.2 c = 0 .. 5 c = 002 c = 005 c = 0 .. 2 c = 005

values I1,RO I1,R1 Il,RO I1,R1 12,RO 12,R1 12,RO 12,Rl I1,RO I1,R2 I1,RO Il,R2

Simulation 1 0.65 0.93 0 .. 23 0089 0 .. 65 0091 0041 0.91 0 .. 68 0.88 0030 0.85
number 2 0061 0.93 0 .. 29 0.94 0.64 0.92 0.29 0.88 0.71 0.97 0016 0.77

3 0.73 0.93 0027 0.93 0071 0.96 0.34 0.91 0.67 0.94 0034 0.94
4 0 .. 75 0.94 0.19 0 .. 90 0.60 0.94 0.18 0.83 0.72 0 .. 93 0.21 0.85
5 0.74 0.92 0 .. 36 0 .. 91 0.65 0.94 0.20 0.87 0 .. 66 0.97 0.23 0.89

6 0.70 0.94 0 .. 32 0.93 0.69 0.95 0.23 0.89 0 .. 67 0.96 0.24 0.89
7 0.62 0.95 0.26 0095 0.61 0093 0.29 0.88 0.69 0097 0.11 0.94
8 0.73 0.91 0.37 0.87 0.64 0.90 0.26 0.89 0.71 0.92 0.26 0.88
9 0.70 0.95 0.26 0091 0.70 0 .. 94 0.30 0.88 0.67 0.93 0.24 0.94

10 0.69 0 .. 95 0.23 0.85 0.65 0 .. 92 0.25 0.84 0.73 0094 0.24 0 .. 83

11 0.71 0095 0.16 0.93 0.65 0 .. 93 0.17 0092 0 .. 67 0096 0.21 0.90
12 0 .. 64 0 .. 94 0 .. 22 0.77 0.62 0.96 0 .. 28 0091 0.64 0095 0.21 0.89
13 0.69 0 .. 91 0.21 0.93 0.71 0.87 0.15 0.87 0.68 0.96 0.20 0 .. 80
14 0.73 0 .. 94 0.36 0.93 0.68 0.94 0 .. 24 0.93 0 .. 63 0.95 0.31 0.89
15 0.71 0.95 0.29 0.87 0 .. 74 0.96 0.32 0.89 0.73 0.94 0.25 0.87

16 0.67 0095 0.26 0.91 0.65 0.92 0 .. 24 0.90 0.65 0.94 0.17 0.92
17 0 .. 71 0.95 0.33 0.86 0.64 0.88 0 .. 18 0.80 0.70 0.88 0.26 0.92
18 0.68 0.97 0 .. 22 0.94 0.64 0.93 0.29 0 .. 93 0.73 0.97 0.25 0.86
19 0 .. 70 0.93 0.30 0.92 0.60 0.92 0.23 0.67 0 .. 61 0 .. 86 0.32 0.79
20 0070 0.91 0.17 0.89 0.67 0 .. 95 0.30 0.85 0 .. 69 0.90 0.23 0.90

Mean 0.70 0.94 0 .. 27 0.90 0 .. 66 0.93 0026 0 .. 87 0 .. 68 0.93 0.24 0088
Standard 0.039 0.015 0.063 00042 0.038 0 .. 025 0.066 0.059 0 .. 032 00032 0.054 0.049
deviation

I---J
0'\
W
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APPENDIX 3 FLOW-CHARTS AND
COMMENTS ON THE SIMULATION
STUDY

Two computer programs were written for the simulation

study. Geoffrion's (G) method and Dyer's (D) are based

on the Frank and Wolfe (F & W) algorithm, which was

used to generate reference solutions. Thus it was

natural to implement all these methods in the same

simulation program. Consequently decision making with

the BPR method may be simulated with the help of the

second program.

The programs are designed to handle linear

restrictions only and linear subproblems have to be

solvedo For this particular purpose the following sub

routines from the Harwell subroutine library were

used: LAOlA and MC 03AS.

Flow-charts with comments on the respective

programs will be presented below.



Flow Chart I

y

3

G

5
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Man-machine interaction

Determination of an initial
solution

Method F & W~ G or D?

Determination of gradient
direction and step 1 solution

Analytical solution of
step 2?

Determination of step 2
solution

Stop criterion a~ b or c?

Computation of stop index

Current information is
printed

'------- N 10 Is stop indicated?
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Comments on Flow-Chart I

1. For the execution of this program the following

information, when relevant, has to be provided

interactively.

Data file.

Choice of method.

Analytical or discrete solution of the step size

problem according to step 2 of Geoffrion's method.

Maximum number of iterations.

stop criterion.

Choice of 8 and s. (n is given in the data file.)

Initial solution.

6 h bl . t d t . th t . 1a. T e pro ern 1S 0 e erm1ne e s ep-s1ze

max u [ Aft + ( 1- A) f t] .
AE[O~l]

(A3-1)

First, the following unconstrained problem is solved.

max u[Aft + (l-A)ft]o
AER1

Let A = A be a solution of (A3-2) 0 Then

(A3-2)

(A3-3)

Let Gt
+

1 be a stochastic k-vector with all components

independently and normally distributed. Each component

G~+l has 'mean f~+l and standard deviation 0. for
111

i = 1, .. 0, ko If stochastic disturbances are assumed
t+l . At+l t+l

then f 1S replaced by an outcome f of G

subject to the condition that i t
+

1 is on the straight

line through ft and ft, i.e.

A t + 1 -t t
f E{flwf + (l-W)f }, (A3-4)

1
Square brackets denote enclosed intervals in subsequent formulas.
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where ~ E R1 . The stochastic vector G
t

+
1 subject to

(A3-4), denoted F t
+

1 , may thus be considered as a

vector function of a stochastic scalar 8;which is

normally distributed with mean 0 and standard deviation
t+l

080 An outcome of 8 is denoted 8. Now F may be

expressed in terms of 8.

f
t +1

+ • (A3-S)

(A3-6)
t+l

f.
~

t+l
F.
~

Y.
~

Thus the problem is to determine °
8

° Let Y be

another stochastic k-vector and let y denote an outcome

of Y. Now y is defined as a function of 8:

i: - f:
811 ft-f t! I ~ ~

Ilft-ftll'

where i = 1, ... , k. The following notation is

introduced:

T 81lf t -f t ll
:f: - f~
~ ~ i 1, k.a. 000'

~ Ilit-ftll

(A3-7)

(A3-8)

where 0T is the standard deviation of T. To det~rmine

Os the following theorem is used.

Theorem A3:l. The variance of T is

2 1
°T 2 2 (A3-9)

a
1 ~

2"+ +-
2

°1 Ok
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Proof: The theorem will be proved for k

easily be generalized to arbitrary k.

Let

20 It can then

u =
(A3-10)

2 ZNote that a 1 + a Z
Now from (A3-10)

1. Thus the Jacobian is unitYo

2(5
v

(A3-11)

Cons~der the joint

1
---~= e
2rro oRu v\l.L-l;,

function

(A3-l2)

where A

(5 0
U V

2
2~(5u~ + v 2 0 By identification

U v (J
v

(A3-13)

According to Cramer (1949, po 124)

2 2
0- (1-~ )

U

From (A3-13) follows

Z 2
Z °1°2

(1-~ ) == 22
° °u v

(A3-14)

(A3-IS)
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Using (A3-l4), (A3-1S) and (A3-ll) the following

expression is obtained

2 2
2 2 ° 1° 2 1 (A3-l6)crT ° ulv

--2- 2 2
° a

1
a

2v
2" + -

2
°1 °2

Using (A3-8) and (A3-9) the variance of 8 is

obtained:

1
.L

(ft_ f t)2
k k

+ t. •• + ~-2~-

Ok

(A3-l7)

In case of stochastic disturbance A is replaced

by (~+e) as a solution to (A3-2) 0 The step-size problem,

however, was (A3-l). Thus the corresponding stochastic

solution A to (A3-i) has to be limited to the unit

interval 0 p.Lnd

A + e if A + e E [0, II
A = 1 if A + e > 1

o if A + e < 0

7. The stop criteria a, band c correspond to those

stop criteria discussed in Chapter 6.



Flow-Chart II

Initial B. and B.
~ l

are calculated
B1=Bb and Bk=Bw
are determined
PWC=2K-3

B
i

=B
i

_
1

Vi:;c1

13 =~***
1

~ 1

B
k

=B
k

_
1

B =B~
k-1

16

f i =~ ( B1+Bi ) \;f i
I ll\!'tl • A

Bi =B i (fl.), B
i

Vi

~

-J
o
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Comments to Flow-Chart II

The flow-chart is supposed to be self explanatory and the

symbols conform to those used in Chapter 5 and 6~ When

ever any of the disturbed points B
i

is assigned a new

index the same operation is performed for the corresponding

undisturbed point B .• The symbol 'V means n for all VJ "
l

An option was implemented implying the repeated

possibility of generating new B
i

, i = 1, .. 0' k after

a certain number of iterations 0 This is, however, not

indicated in the flow-charte
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